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This study examined principals ' and teachers'
perceptions regarding both the importance of certain
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leadership skIlls and the ratings of principals/ actual
skil Is. There are strong theoretical bases for the use of
principals/ and teachers/ perceptions in this study.

The

analysis of perceptions of leadership skills can lead to: (1)
an incLeased awareness of principals/ strengths and
weaknesses; (2) greater communication between principals and
teachers; and, (3) hopefully, increased productivity on the
part of principals and teachers.
The population for this study was a group of
twenty-eight principals who participated in the Confederation
of Oregon School Administrators Assessment CenteL', and 189
teachers in those principals/ schools.

These principals

represented the total number of Assessment Center
participants who were promoted to their positions subsequent
to their participation in the Center.

Assessment Center

prediction ratings of these principals/ skills were compared
to teachers/ ratings of the same principals/ skills.
Research questions sought information in the following
areas: (1) principals' perceptions of their own skills; (2)
prIncipals/ perceptions of the importance of given skills;
(3) principals/ predictions of teachers' ratings of the
importance of skills; (4) principals/ predictions of
teachers/ ratings of principals/ actual skills; (5) teachers'
perceptions of principals/ skills; (6) teachers' perceptions
of the importance of given skills; and, (7) Assessment Center
prediction ratings of principals' skills.
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Data were obtained through questionnaires and from
Assessment Center ratings for each principal.

All responses

were kept strictly confidential and information was reported
by category of respondent rather than by name or place.
Assessment Center information was based on codes provided by
the Confederation of Oregon School Administrators.
The methodology for this study combined survey research
with information provided by the COSA Assessment Center.
Mailed surveys were used to collect data regarding
principals ' and teachers ' perceptions of leadership skil Is.
Assessment Center information was compared to data collected
from the survey research to determine the validity of the
Assessmellt Center predictions.
The results of this study suggested that there is a
general agreement between principals and teachers regarding
principals' leadership skills.

Additionally, the predictions

made regarding individuals ' skil Is by the Assessment Center
accurately reflected teachers ' perceptions of the same
individuals ' skills In the actual role of principals.

The

area of greatest difference in this study was in principals '
perceptions of teachers' ratings of importance, compared to
the teachers ' actual ratings.

PrinCipals generally predicted

that teachers would rate the importance of skills lower than
teacher actually rated them.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A number of studies on schooling have pointed to the
increased focus on assessment and accountability of school
personnel (Sciara 1972).

School principals have become the

focal personalities for school improvement and their actions
are judged as pivotal to the success or failure of most
school programs (Brookover & Lezotte

1979; Edmonds

1982).

The purpose of this study was to measure pcincipals/ and
teachers/ perceptions which relate to the skills of the
principalship.
The evaluation of principals/ skills was

important to

this study and the following questions surfaced when
considering principals/ skills:
evaluated?

What skil Is are to be

Who measures the effectiveness of the principal?

How is the effectiveness

measu~ed?

principal play in the evaluation?

What part does the
What standards are used in

the evaluation of principal/s skills?

How often is

measurement taken and what is the purpose of evaluating the
principal/s skills?

What is the relationship

between principals/ perceptions of their leadership skil Is
and teachers/ perceptions of the same skills?
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The answers to the above questions vary with the
evaluators and the processes of evaluation.

Hc~ever,

according to the literature, principals generally believed
that their appraisal must be more than a fulfillment of a
legal requirement or a simple cecognition of accomplishment
(Gutherie & Wi I liower 1972).

Public scrutiny of education

requires accurate accountability (Look 1984).

It is

important that the educational system prove--through
systematic, real istic and reliable evaluation systems--that
principals are accountable.

If this cannot be done. the

natural result will be a loss of public trust. a loss of
financial support. and a loss of internal credibi lity
(Schaefer 1982).
The ideal evaluation of a principal/s ski I Is includes as
much measurable information and as many people as possible.
However, research indicated that in most cases, principals
are evaluated by only one person who is usually their
supervisor (Duke

1987).

It is not an uncommon practice to

have a single conference between the principal and supervisor
at the end of a school year for the purpose of signing a
state-mandated evaluation instrument (Gutherie & Wil lower
1972).

In theory, the evaluation is designed to assess

a principal/s performance goals, describe the
principal/s growth and make recommendations for further
development. McCurdy (1983) noted that principals are
concerned

because their leadership skills often are not
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observed and, hence, the evaluations have limited
effectiveness.

In a 1983 national survey. thirty-eight

percent of the principals polled felt that their evaluations
were not effective and did not correspond to stated job
outcomes (McCurdv 1983).

On-site visitations by supervisors

are uncommon, yet desired by principals (Hooper 1984).
practice, the final evaluation

In

often becomes what Gutherie

and Willower (1972) cal led nothing more than a "Ceremonial
Congratulations."
The evaluation of a principal/s skills may take many
forms.

It does not necessarily have to be tied to a yearly

performance rating.

Gaslin (1974) defined a formative

evaluation as an evaluation designed to " ..• simply provide
data to decision makers to aid in improving programs or
performance" (p. 73).

Principals can use the information

from a formative evaluation with little threat to their
tenure. Teachers responding to this survey evaluated their
principals in a formative fashion.
This study does not assume that

teachers~

perceptions

are singularly relevant to principals l evaluations.

Rather,

teachers l evaluations of principals l skills can be a part of
the total evaluation process, giving the principal additional
Information.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Evaluation and accountabi I ity are required for efficient
operation within any organization ( Redfern 1980).

A great

deal has been written about the importance of teacher
evaluation; however, 1 ittle is written about principal
evaluation and even less is written about teacher evaluation
of principals' skills.

Principals feel that their

evaluations are lacking both in content and process (Gephart
1975).

Given the correct climate, teachers can

~ssist

in the

professional growth of principals.
There is a strong theoretical basis for the use of
teachers' and principals' perceptions in this study.
Perceptions can be the basis for valuable feedback.

Lemon

(1972) suggested that it is necessary to devise ways of

measuring respondents' perceptions with regard to their
attitudes because a person's viewpoint can be translated into
meaningful responses to certain stimuli.

Lemon concluded

that the knowledge of a respondent/s perception has a direct
bearing on that individuals's reaction to his environment
(Lemon 1972).
Schmuck, et. al., (1972) described the checkir.g of
perceptions as a "basic skill"

in increasing and maintaining

communication between a staff and a principal.

According to

Schmuck, it is important to identify subordinates' opinions
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and feelings without expressing approval, disapproval,
imputing motives, or
making accusations.

Regular perception-checking tends to

convey principals/ desires to understand their subordinates.
These desires may quite possibly improve interpersonal
relations in addition to clarifying communications.

Another

positive outcome, according to Schmuck, et. al., (1972), is
the possible avoidance of actions which a principal might
regret due to false assumptions of what a staff could be
feeling.
Brighton and Rose (1974) stated that the results of
subordinates/ perceptions can be very revealing.

These

authors concluded that public opinions and reactions can play
an important part in evaluating programs and personnel
(Brighton and Rose 1974).
Lane and Beaucamp (1959) stated that perceptions of a
group are important factors to the achievement of group goals
such as deveiopment of healthy relationships, making sound
decisions, and solving complex problems.
Researchers on efficient and successful school programs
have identified numerous administrative skills which
successful principals consistently demonstrate.

The National

Association of Secondary School Principals developed an
educational assessment center in 1975 for the purpose of
creating a method of identifying individuals who demonstrated
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skills which related to successful leadership in both
elementary and secondary schools.
Skills

which were deemed significant were

ael~rmined

through interviews with various school people. A model for
the skills analysis was developed in conjunction with the
American Psychological Association.

A content validity study

on the skills was completed at Michigan State University in
1982.

The study concluded that skills assessed at the

centers accurately reflected skills needed to perform
administrative tasks satisfactorily (Schmitt 1982).
Participants in the Assessment Center are individuals
who have completed or nearly completed certIfication programs
in educational administration. The Oregon Assessment Center
is sponsored by the Confederation of Oregon School
Administrators (COSA).

Participants in the Center are sent

by school districts or by universities.

Assessors are

trained by COSA and represent participatIng districts;
however, participants are not assessed by individuals from
their home district.

In some cases, school districts may

send candidates in an effort to secure a broad base of
information relating to the
abilities.
activities

candidates~

potential leadership

The candidates in the centers participate in
designed to simulate types of activities which

are typically found in the school

principal~s

day.

Twelve general skill areas are measured In the
Assessment Centers.

These areas are:
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1. PLoblem Analysis
2. Judgment
3. OLganizational Ability
4. Decisiveness
5. LeadeLship
6. Sensltivity
7. StLess TbleLance
8. OLal Communication
9. WLitten Communication
10. Range of InteLest
11. PeLsonal Motivation
12. Educational Values
AccoLding to the ConfedeLation of OLegon School
AdministLatoLs Assessment CenteL, as of OctobeL, 1986,
twenty-eight OLegon Assessment CenteL paLticipants weLe
pLomoted to full-time pLincipal positions afteL completion of
the Assessment CenteL pLogLam. This study measuLed those
pLincipals/ peLceptions and teacheLs/ peLceptions which
Lelated to the pLlnclpals/ skills suggested by MASSP and the
liteLatULe on effective schools.
This dlsseLtation study attempted to descLibe the
following infoLmation:
1.

PLincipals peLceptions of theiL own skills.

2.

PLincipals/ peLceptions of teacheLs/ opinions
of the pLincipals/ skills.
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3.

Teachers~

perceptions of

skills.

4.

Princlpals/ perceptions of which skil Is are

principals~

most important to complete their Jobs
successfully.
5.

Principals~

perceptions of which skills

teachers think are most important
to complete
6.

Teachers~

principals~

tasks.

perceptions of which skills are most

important for principals to successfully
complete their tasks.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
The principal is often characterized as the most
important single individual in the school (Edmonds 1979,
Brookover and Lezotte 1979).

The principal sets the tone.

If principals play such a major role in the general
educational pictura, it follows that the evaluation of
principals~

skills is extremely important.

If the evaluation

can be seen as a process whereby the principals can
continually refine their skills and use information to
improve specific areas of responsibility, the evaluation
process is useful. Otherwise, it serves no meaningful
purpose.
A need for teacher involvement exists.

McGeown (1979)

recognized the importance of gaining teacher perceptions and
found large discrepanCies between principals/ reported role
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behavior and teachers' expectations.

Mi I ler (1984) concluded

that
teachers' per.ceptions are appropriate
descriptions of satisfactory principal
leadership because they have daily,
first-hand experiences assessing the
needs of the individuals and the organization. (p.47)
Even

if principals' and teachers/ perceptions differ,

there exists a possibility for the principals
to review their skills and develop a set of expectations
which reflects the teachers/ concerns in addition to the
principals/ concerns.

This study should be helpful to

principals, principal supervisors, trainers of
administrators, resp-archers, and teachers as they seek to
define areas of expectation, role definitions and
accountabil ity of principals.
Finally, the study should prove helpful to the
Confederation of Oregon School Administrators Assessment
Center.

The study surveyed al I Oregon Assessment Center

participants who now hold positions as principals in Oregon.
The data from the surveys provided a comparison between the
original Assessment Center perceptions of these individuals/
skills and the current perceptions of the principals in the
field and the teachers who work with the principals.
ASSUMPTIONS
The fol lowing assumptions were made in this study:
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1. Evaluation of the principal is a necessary and
a desirable characteristic of any school
program.
2. The principal demonstrates various observable
skills which are associated with effective
leadership.
3. Teachers and principals wil I give accurate
perceptions.
4. Principals and teachers have differing
perceptions regarding the principals' skil is
(Schmitt 1982).
5. Effective principals' skil Is are directly
related to effective schools.
HYPOTHESES
The null hypotheses to be tested in this study,
1.

There are no significant differences between
the principals ' individual perceptions of
their skil Is and the teachers ' perceptions of
the principals ' skills.

2.

There are no significant differences between
principals ' perceptions of teachers'
understanding of principals' skil Is and
teachers' actual perceptions of the
principals'skills.

3.

There are no significant differences between

are:
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the principals/

perce~tions

of which skills

are most important to complete their jobs
successfully and the teachers' perceptions of
which principal skil Is are most important to
complete the principals/ jobs.
4.

There are no significant differences between
teachers/ ratings of skills importance and
principals/ predictions of teachers/ ratings
of skills importance.

5.

There are no significant differences between
COSA Assessment Center ratings of participant
skil Is and the ratings assigned by teachers in
the participant principals/ schools.
PARAMETERS OF THE STUDY

This study is limited only to those full-time
principals who participated in the Confederation of Oregon
Schools

Administrators Assessment Center and teachers in

those principals/ schools.

The study does not necessarily

reflect the perceptions of all principals or al I teachers in
Oregon.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
In an effort to clarify the meaning of certain terms
discussed in this study, it was necessary to define the
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following terms which otherwise

~ight

be confusing to the

r&ader.
Assessment.

Assessment is the process by which as many

data as possible are gathered and used to evaluate a person
(Good 1973).
Attitude.

An attitude is the tendency to react

specifically towards a situation or a value.

It is usually

accompanied by feelings or emotions (Good 1973).
Evaluation Instrument.

The evaluation instrument is the

means by which one obtains information on the progress and
effectiveness of an individual.

The instrument is used as a

tool which enables the evaluator(s) to make judgment about
the employees.

The instrument may include both quantitative

and qualitative data.
Formative Evaluation.

This is a system of evaluation

which is used to perform a developmental function.

It is

designed to help performance or potential for performance by
alding employees in identifying areas for improvement and
growth (Ezeadi
Koowledge.

1984).
Knowledge is the state of being aware and of

understanding certaIn accumulated facts. truths. principles
and information.
Objective

An objective is a specific accomplishment

which can be verified within a

give~

time and under specific

conditions which if attained, advances the system toward
corresponding goals (Banks 1981).
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Perceptions.

Per.ceptions are the ways in \Jhich a person

is viewed by him or herself or others. One/s
perceptions also include his or her conceptions (what happens
in the mind).

Perceptions are the way we see the world as

result of all our sensory influences.
Principal.

In this study, the principal is the

full-time manager and educational leader of a primary or a
secondary school.
Skil Is.

Skills include the actions or activities of a

person which demonstrate his or her knowledge, understanding
and judgment in a given area.

These actions include overt,

physical actions, internal psychological and emotional
processes, and implicit mentaJ activities (Good 1973).
Sumroative Evaluation.

The summative evaluation is used

to perform a judgmenta! function.

The results of this

evaluation are used for making administrative decisions about
employees (Ezeadi 1984).
ORGANIZATION OF THE DOCUMENT
This study was divided into five chapters. Chapter I
provided an overview and introduction to the dissertation.
Chapter II included a review of literature which
principals/ skil Is and evaluation of those skil Is.

relates to
Chapter

III provided an examination of the procedures and methods
used to investigate the research problem.

Chapter IV

reported the results of the comparative analysis applied to
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the questions generated

from this study. Chapter V included

a summary of the results of the study, conclusions and
recommendations.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter was to review the literature
that relates to principals/ skills and evaluation of those
skills.

The review of the literature and the related

research is fol lowed by a summary and conclusions.

The

following sections are included in the review of pertinent
literature:

(1) Definition of Skills Evaluation; (2) History

of EvaluatIon; (3) Purposes for Evaluation; (4) Processes of
Evaluation; (5) Content of Evaluation; (6) Teachers/
Evaluations of Principals/ Skills; and, (7) The National
Association of Secondary School Principals Assessment

Center

Model.
DEFINING SKILLS EVALUATION
Bolton (1980) described evaluation as a process to
prevent or to correct an error.

He believed that an

evaluation must involve the making of judgments regarding the
value of certain skIlls or behaviors.

Central to one/s

evaluation Is the necessIty to prepare for change, accordIng
to Bolton.
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Redfern (1980) bel ieved that the evaluation of one/s
skills is a method
be more effective.

tha~

enables the person being evaluated to

According to Redfern, evaluation is the

only way to hold a person accountable.
The Dictionary of Education provides a broad definition
which includes both program and personnel evaluation:
Evaluation is the process of ascertaining or judging
value of something by use of a standard of
appraisal ... [it is] ... the consideration of evidence
... in terms of the particular situation and the
goals which the group or individual is striving
to attain. (Good 1973 p.220)
No single definition of evaluation wil I support al i
needs and values in the education community.
Evaluation often means what ever the evaluator wants it to
mean.

Because the educational establishment is in a constant

state of change and schools are different regionally and
ideologically, pressures are placed upon school
administrators which preclude using any
exclusively.

definitions

For purposes of this study. evaluation was

defined as a continual process which includes measurement,
judgment and feedback of one/s productivity and skil ls
through use of various means and people.
HISTORY OF EVALUATION OF SKILLS
Accountability is not new from an historical
perspective.

Throughout history, educational leaders
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have generally been accountable to some person or constituted
authority and their skills have been formally and informally
evaluated (Tyler 1969).

Even Socrates was accountable unto

his death for his teaching.

The first universities were

accountable to their students and to the community (Tyler
1969).

Today, the school principal is legally accountable to

the local school board.
Evaluation of skills has usually been based on some type
of end product or performance ( Roberson 1971).

Before the

time of formal educational institutions, families were
accountable for the instruction of their children in the form
of ski lIs learned.

The actual evaluation of the teaching

really came in the real world of the children/s success
failure to survive.

or

As clans and tribes developed, the

functions of education became more formalized, and the
fortunes of the clans and tribes served as an assessment of
the success or failure of the tribe (Morris 1971).
As early as 2200 B.C., the Emperor of China was said to
have used an evaluation system in a rudimentary form of
proficiency-testing in an effort to examine his officials
every third year

(Tyle~

1969).

These methods of evaluation

were further identified under the Chan dynasty in
approximately 115 B.C. where job-sample tests requiring
proficiency in music, archery,
horsemanship, writing, and arithmetic were used (Tyler 1969).
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One of the first formal evaluation systems used in
education was that of the Reverend George Fisher who produced
what he called a "Scale Book" in 1864.

This could possibly

be the starting point of formal evaluatIon measurement in the
education process (Tyler 1969).
From the early years of this century through the 1930/s,
numerous studies were done on the evaluatIon of principals
(Banks 1981).

However, during the period between World War

II and the middle 1950/s, little was published in regard to
principal evaluation.

Most of the early studies centered

around two areas (Banks 1981).

First, the principal/s

evaluation was seen as an important part of the educational
process and therefore it was defended.

Second, certain

behaviors and traits were described for principals who were
successful.

McClure (1938) listed the following areas as

appropriate traits for effective principals in the 1930/s (p.
344):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Care in grading and classifying pupils.
Respect secured from teachers as a leader.
Permanency of the building corps, based on
confidence of the teachers.
Influence with pupils and parents.
Efforts in professional improvement.
Professional leadership, professional
alertness, and improvement shown in
teachers.
Careful discrimination in the rating of
teachers.
Care of school plant, and efficiency
in handling building routines.

A common historical practice as part of

assessing

principals/ skills included the listing of various
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personality traits.

Another 1938 study described traits

perceived by superintendents in rank order of their
importance.

They are as fol lows (Lide 1938, p. 143):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
?2.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Cooperativeness
Considerateness
Breadth of interest
Good judgment
Broadmindedness
DependabilIty
Poise
Sincerity
Leadership
Adaptability
Health
Thoroughness
Intelligence

Promptness
Resourcefulness
Enthusiasm
Industry
Morality
Refinement
Soc i ab i 1 i t Y
Purposefulness
Optimism
Definiteness
Punctuality
Magnetism
Forcefulness

Certain inferences can be made of the two listings
described above.

There appears little direct effect on

instruction in the descriptions.
and standardization.

The traits lack definition

There is an apparent

lack of any

statistical validity and the evaluations gathered opinions
only (Lide 1938).
In 1955. a study was published analyzing existing
practices in regard to principal evaluations in districts
over 100,000 pupil population (Strickler 1957).

From a

sample of eighty-one districts, it was concluded that most
systems evaluated the principals at regular intervals.

The

study also showed a cooperative
approach to the evaluations which was generally practiced on
an informal basis.

Objective data were not usually gathered

and subjective judgment was used in the place of objective
data.

Assessments were based on principals/ executive
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ability, professional growth, and personal qualities
(Strickler 1957).
Much of the impetus for principal evaluation since the
late 1950/s has come from state principals/ associations
(Banks 1981). One early study was done by the California
Elementary School Administrators Association.

The

Association found that the evaluation helped clarify the
responsibilities of principals.

Formal evaluation also

provided specific criteria which could be used to measure an
administrator/s effectiveness (Callfornia Elementary School
Association Reviews Evaluation Procedures for Elementary
School Administrators, 1958).
In 1962 and 1964, the Educational Research Service of
the National Education Association gathered data on the
practice of evaluating the performance of school principals.
Returns were sparse and not enough information was gathered
to form any meaningful conclusions.

The research did

indicate, however, that in 1964 approximately seventy-five
percent of the districts surveyed, formally evaluated
principals (ERS. Evaluation of School Administrative and
Supervisory Personnel, Circular No.5, 1964).
The criteria of the assessment procedures for evaluating
prinCipals were studied by Howsam and Franco (1965).

These

authors discovered that in 1965 there was little information
about the administrator/s performance.

Such issues as who

evaluates principals and how often one is evaluated were not
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addressed.

The authors concluded that there was not

suffic:ent research to indicate trait characteristics of
effective principals which could be measured.
Through what has become to be known as the
"Accountability Movement" of the 1960's, businesses and
corporations created goals and objectives to measure their
management personnel (McCurdy 1983).

Following the private

sector, many school districts adopted forms of management by
objectives whIch set specific goals, developed operational
objectives, used performance data in the feedback. and had
performance reviews (Anzaldua 1984).

The major assumption

behind the management by objectives model is that
behavior-anchored rating scales are more reliable than
non-behavior

~ated

scales

(Wells 1982).

Because of public perceptions and demands, a legal
backing was required to insure that principals were held
accountable.

In some states, political and other pressures

spawned the creation of mandatory evaluation systems of
teachers and administrators (Ezeadi 1984).

State-mandated

administrative evaluations appeared to lay the ground work
for many districts' principal evaluation programs.

The state

of Oregon mandates a performance evaluation as part of its
"Fair Dismissal Law

II

enacted in 1971 (ORS 342.850,1985).

The

statute requires an annual evaluation of instructional
personnel in all school districts having an average daily
membership of 500 or more students.

Under Oregon statutes,
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the term "teachers" Is defined in a broad sense to include
administrators.
The Oregon law requires that the local school districts
include five dreas on the evaluation. These areas are as
follows (ORS 342.850,1985):

,

(1)

Whether the teacher has met or failed
to meet or exceed performance goals.

(2)

Development of growth in the profession.

(3)

AddItional development needed by the teacher
or admInistrator.

(4)

Additional comments.

(5)

Recommendations by a supervisor.

Current evaluatIon systems of princIpals Include many
methods such as outside conSUltants, dIstrict committees,
colleagues, students, teachers, central offIce personnel and
self-evaluatIons.
rating.

In most cases, the format has some sort of

The subjectIvIty of the evaluations varIes, and

accordIng to one source, evaluations by defInition will
always Include some subjectIve data (McCleary 1979).
Some generalizations might be drawn from this cursory
examInations of school principals' skIlls assessment

In the

last century. Systematic evaluations are a result of state
mandates, formal state organIzation pressure and the need for
formal evaluation in a complex and sometimes complicated
system of education.

The evaluatIons of the early twentIeth

century focused on personality traits and non-objective
behavior patterns.

As a result of these subjective
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evaluations, a greater emphasis was placed on reform and
accountabil ity. Part of the reform in principal evaluation
centered around defining the purposes for evaluation.
Purposes for principals ' evaluation wil I be discussed in the
fol lowing section.

PURPOSES FOR EVALUATION
Evaluation can serve many purposes and it is important to
clearly define the purposes for the evaluation and the
processes that wil I be involved.

There is some disagreement

as to whether evaluation focuses on the individual principal
as a person, or the results of that individual's efforts.
Redfern (1980) concluded that the two areas are inseparable.
The important point for Redfern was that both the evaluator
and the evaluatee have made it clear that the evaluation is,
in fact, a rating of job performance and an assessment of the
individual person/s skil Is.
The School Executive/s Guide (1964) defined evaluation as
both administrative and supervisory in purpose.

The

administrative purpose centers around the recruitment,
employment, and placement of the principal.

Once the

principal has been hired, the evaluation data can serve as a
basis for promotion, reassignment, dismissal and/or
retirement.
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The supervisory function of evaluation is one means for
helping the administrator to improve.

The primary purpose of

the supervisory aspect of evaluation is to help the
administrator see how weI I he or she is doing (The School
Executive/s Guide, 1964).
Schaefer (1982) emphasized the supervisory role of
evaluation, stating that
purposes.

evaluation serves two primary

First, it assesses an individual/s current

performance and

provi~es

feedback on performance.

Second. it

urges employees toward better performance.
Pharis (1973) stated that "Evaluation should be a
matching of intent to results: a comparison of what was
expected to happen with what did happen" (p. 37). Pharis felt
that principal evaluation should encourage administrative
improvement and not focus only on past performance.
Gaslin (1974) believed that the purpose for evaluation
differs depending on the type of evaluation used.

He

distinguished between formative evaluations and summative
evaluations--both of which are necessary to the principal.

A

formative evaluation is designed to provide data to the
decision maker, and is not used for administrative purposes.
Summative evaluation refers to using data to judge the
success or failure of a person or program, and its primary
use is administration, according to Gaslin (1974).

Formative

evaluations might be used only by the person being evaluated,
whereas the summative evaluations are most commonly
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designed for a larger audience (e.g., supervisor,
superintendent, school board).

Formative evaluations are

more valuable than summative assessments because they are
less threatening, according to Gaslin (1974).

He also felt

that the best formative evaluations will come from the
teaching staff, reasoning that the most effective evaluation
is based on the premise that an evaluation of an individual
should be done by those who are most affected by the
indivldual~s

decisions or leadership.

Nygaard (1974) saw evaluation as either an end or a
means, and made similar conclusions to

Gaslin~s.

evaluation is used to make judgments about a
performance.

As an end,

principal~s

Data from this type of evaluation are used for

personnel decisions such as salary determination and
promotion.
performance.

The focus is on the individual and his or her
When evaluation is used as a means, the

function is on-going, with communication, feedback,
adjustment and assistance as part of the process.

Nygaard

argued that the purpose selected (I.e. means or end) wil I
determine the process of evaluation and in the end will be
reflected in only individual judgment (end) or a system of
improvement (means).
Oberg (1972) stated that there are certain purposes for
evaluation.

In order for the evaluation to be relevant it

must: (1) create a system for communications and cooperation;
(2) measure the effectiveness of the evaluatees; (3)
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establish objectives for improvement; (4) establish a
procedure for the creation of long and short range goals;
and,

(5) motivate individuals for self-improvement.
Stoops, et. al., (1975) described the chief purpose for

evaluation as the diagnosis of strengths

and weaknesses in

an effort to bring about professional improvement. The
purpose, according to these authors, should be to consider
the retention of personnel; but principals also should be
assessed in terms of doing their jobs satisfactorily or
unsatisfactorily.

Evaluation procedures should keep

principals accountable for the outcomes of the school
program.

Even though the evaluation/s primary purpose is

retention. it is felt that a "constructive use for evaluation
should be the improvement of individuals in their chosen
field" (Stoops. et. al .• 1975. p. 388).
According to Morris (1971). it is common for educators
to be to be retained. dismissed or promoted on the basis of
some evaluation.

Morris stated that in some cases. teachers

were promoted or dismissed on the basis of students/ test
scores.

Duke (1987) contended. however. that few examples

can be found of school leaders who have been dismissed or
disciplined due to low student achievement or inadequate
instruction.
Redfern (1980) was emphatic in his bias towards
evaluation use as a tool for improvement rather than a tool
for retention.

He stated (Redfern 1980. p.4).
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When the purpose of evaluation becomes the
improvement of performance instead of the rating
of it, results are more productive. Most people
want to work more effectively.
Redfern also felt that evaluation should not be used to
accomplish a number of different ends at one time.

Examples

of numerous ends would be the promotion of professional
growth. helping make decisions with regard to retention of
staff. transfer or termination. and the determination of
salaries.

Redfern felt that these ends might be best

accomplished over a longer period of time.
Ostrander (1973) felt that evaluation is important
because it is the best process for obtaining feedback
concerning accomplishments and not needs.

According to

Ostrander, feedback should be derived from data which are
carefully collected and which are designed to answer
specific, goal-oriented questions.

He was critical of

subjective evaluations (e.g., use of perceptions) to study
how goals are being attained.

The key to a superior

evaluation system. according to Ostrander. is the common
agreement about the goals and obJectlves upon which the
evalutaion is based.
Some districts use evaluation as a basis for salary
(Goodling 1985). This concept is commonly known as
performance based compensation, or merit pay.
In a review of the literature relating to merit pay.
Goodling (1985) cited arguments on both sides of the merit
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pay issue. Those in favor of merit pay argue that an increase
in monetary reward wil I result in better service to the
district.

They assert that accountability of administrators

wil I be more effective.
problems

They also bel ieve instructional

will be monitored more closely.

Proponents of

merit pay also believe that creativity wil I be fostered and
that the net result of increased effort will be a better
program for students (Goodling 1985).
Opponents of merit pay argue that evaluation is often
subjective and that merit pay evaluation would be time
consuming and costly (Goodling 1985). They believe that the
consistency throughout the district would be difficult to
attain.

Other arguments include added cost to

th~

district,

low morale of administrators and a fear of quota systems
(Goodling 1985).
Principals~

perceptions of merit pay are that the formal

evaluation system is not the place to recognize and
compensate personnel for outstanding work.

A 1984 survey of

principals revealed that the evaluation of principals should
not be used for the purpose of salary determination since the
consequence is
largely deference to sensitivity, outright
dismissal for marginal performance, or a
ritualistic personnel evaluation whereby mandates are filled. (Buser 1984, p.4)
There is some concern on the part of principals
regarding the purposes for evaluation.

In a Georgia study,
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some principals were unsure or unaware of what process was
used for the evaluation of their performance (McDonald 1984).
In a California study, more than fifty percent of the
principals surveyed did not know at least one criterion on
which they were evaluated (Deal 1977).

In an Oregon survey,

principals and supervisors were asked the purpose of
principal evaluation.

Public accountability and promotion of

professional development were the two most cited reasons by
the principals. However, twice as many respondents felt that
evaluation should promote professional development compared
to those principals who felt that evaluation should provide
public accountability (Duke 1987).
In summary, the purposes of evaluating school principals
fit in the following categories: (1)

professional growth;

(2) fulfill legal mandates; (3) Identify job targets or
professional competencies; (4)

employment status such as

promotion, retention, dismissal or reassignment; (5)
educational leadership; and, (6) salary determination.

The

literature points to varied opinions regarding these
purposes.

Purposes for evaluations will effect the processes

which are used in evaluation models.

The next section will

discuss various evaluation processes, including data
gathering, skil Is-based evaluations, counseling-type
evaluations and self-evaluations.
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THE PROCESS OF SKILLS EVALUATION
The process of evaluating principals deals with who
evaluates, how many times a principal is evaluated, and how
the evaluation is used.

Licata

defined the process of

evaluation as "professional appraisal ... which can be
conceptually defined to include the generation of data for
the development and evaluation of performance" (1980 p. 18).
Licata (1980) discussed a need to organize the evaluation
process, relating data collected for development to data
collected for evaluation.

In this way, principals can be

helped to accomplish their organizational role expectations
through a clear understanding of the purposes for specific
data.
Banks (1981) stated that the process of evaluation rests
on three assumptions.

First, there must be some standards of

administrative effectiveness. Second, there must exist an
objective means of measuring those standards.

And, finally,

the evaluation process must accomplish some pre-set
objectives.

Fol lowing Banks' assumptions, further questions

are raised about where the evaluation process begins, what
objectives should be included in the evaluation, and who
should be involved in the design of the evaluation.
Bolton (1980) described three areas which pertain to the
process of evaluation.
phases.

They are listed in chronological

The first phase in Bolton/s model involves planning
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for the evaluation.

During this phase, both the principal

and the supervisor analyze a specific situation.

Together,

they establish a purpose for evaluation and they set
objectives for evaluation and, finally, they decide on a
means for measuring the outcomes.
The second phase in Bolton's model involves the
collection of information.

This is usually a year-long phase

and includes monitoring the activities planned by the
supervisor and principal and measures outcomes which result
from the activities.
Bolton's final phase involves the use of information.
The principal and the principal's supervisor discuss the
evaluation data and, together, they interpret the information
and make decisions about the next steps to be taken based on
the evaluation.
Redfern (1980) described a six-phase plan which is
somewhat similar to Bolton's.

The first phase in Redfern's

model involves the clear understanding of job descriptions
which are listed by objectives to be accomplished.

Redfern

called these "Responsibility Criteria" because they describe
the duties and responsibilities of the principal.
Redfern's phase two is an identification of needs.

In

this phase. both the principal and supervisor identlfy the
status of the principal's current performance with regard to
specific objectives.
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In phase three, objectives and action plans are drawn.
This

ph?~~

end.

is designed to create a means to achieve a desired

The ends are measured in behavioral terms and it is

important that the pi'incipal and the supervisor

pu~sue

their

actions cooperatively.
Phase four is carrying out of action plans.

Redfern

noted that it is necessary to distinguish between the
monitoring (done in phase four) and evaluation which comes
later. The monitoring involves measuring the performance
outputs and gathering evidence.

This phase is an on-going

procedure and it is essential that the principals receive
immediate feedback on their progress.
Phase five is an assessment of the results of phase
four.

This is the actual evaluation of data and it involves

two parts: a self-assessment and an assessment done by
another party or parties.
The final phase in

Redfern~s

discussion of the results.

model involves the

In this phase both the principal

and the supervisor discuss follow-up actions to the
assessment and ways to improve in the next cycle of the
process.
Roberson (1971) described a model which involves a
cyclical process similar to

Redfern~s

and

Bolton~s.

design is called a "Scheme for Evaluations."

The

Four phases of

the process are necessary according to Roberson.

These

phases are: Planning, Implementation, Product and Recycling.
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Planning in the Roberson/ design is perhaps the most
important step (Roberson 1971).

It involves identifying the

setting and any variables which may affect the observation.
Specific objectives are stated which relate to the person and
to the organization. The evaluation design includes the
methods of collecting data.

A monitoring system is devised

in order that checks can be made to determine how any planned
procedures are actually implemented along the way. Finally, a
calendar of events

describes the dates, sequence and types

of data which will be collected.
The Implementation Phases involves the observation, data
collection and feedback activities. During this stage,
modIfications can be made which assist the principal in
meeting the objectives.
The Product Phase examines the data collected.

At this

stage, decisions are made about the principal/s effectiveness
and recommendations are identified for future actions.

After

the Product Phase has been completed, the administrator
returns to the original phase using information from the
product phase to begin the cycle again.
Many of the models describing a cyclical evaluation
process (Bolton 1980, Redfern 1980, Roberson 1971) follow a
similar format which includes a pre-conference, collection of
data and post conference. The origin of this format dates
back to the developmental work of Morris Cogan at Harvard
University (Goldhammer 1969), whose clinical supervision
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model included five stages of (1) pre-obvservation
conference; (2) observation; (3) analysis and strategy; (4)
supervision conference; and, (5) post-conference.
McCleary (1979) suggested five different types of
assessment processess.

The types include informal ratings, a

rating forms, performance contracts, ideal profiles or
"Quadrant Assessments, II and standardized instruments.
The informal rating uses an annual school plan to list
needs, activities and the allocation of resources of expected
results.

Under this model there is a meeting between

principal and supervisor three or four times a year.
conference is usually held at

year~s

end.

A final

It can be a

goal-free approach in that it is intended to show the
evidence of the

admInlstLator~s

progress, and it can be

focused on results rather on any predetermined criteria.
A second format suggested by McCleary Is the rating
form.

Rating forms are composites of how a principal is

vIewed by teachers, central office staff and other
subordinate groups.
Performance contracts are often tIed to annual school
plans.

Personal growth plans and management by objective

consIderatIons are buIlt into performance contracts.

One

device used is the Staff-Performance Achievement Record
(SPAR) (McCleary 1979).

This type of evaluation is

especially designed for school principals.

The activities

relate to school improvement and individual improvement
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through a process of goal identification, specific
objectives, activities, time lines, check points and
evaluation procedures (McCleary 1979).
McCleary's (1979)
uses an

~ideal"

principal

Quadrant Assessment Model, or

"QUAM~

profile related to actual profiles of

"ideals~,

created by a principal task force, using

a Likert grid from the "high

ideal~

to the "low

ideal.~

The

QUAM is designed to be inclusive of self-appraisals,
subordinate appraisals and supervisor ratings.
A final model described by McCleary (1979) is the
standardized instrument. It uses four forms to be completed
by principals, teachers, external observers, and central
office personnel.
Planning is an important aspect of most evaluation
models studied (Bolton 1980, McCleary 1979, Roberson 1971,
Redfrern 1971).

The principal is usually included in the

planning and goal-setting

processes, and he or she plays an

important role in the total process of evaluation.
Anzaldua (1984) described goal setting as the most
critical element in the evaluation performance contract.

He

cited a need to look for a link between individual goals of
the principal (which are based on descriptions and management
functions),

sit~

goals and district goals.

These goals must

be established between the principal and the supervisor in
the Anzaldua model.
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Anzaldua made five assumptions which he deemed necessary
for an effective principal evaluation process.

First, he

stated that people are basically hard working and their
ideas, suggestions and input should be solicited by
supervisors.

The assessment is a joint venture between the

administrator and the supervisor.

Second, guidance and

direction are provided by the district office.

If a

principal is expected to participate in the evaluation plan,
time and help need to be provided in the development stage.
Third, it is lmportant to have management interaction and
communication.

Scheduled planning conferences between the

principal, supervisor and other personnel involved in the
process are critical.

Free exchanges of ideas are encouraged

in these conferences.

Fourth, a specific set of expectations

and standards should be established which are measurable.
Last, Anzaldua stated that the principal is the key to
instructional improvement.
Wells (1982) cited ten generic guidelines for
establishing an assessment process.

They are as follows:

1. Criteria selected are job related.
2. The appraisal is in an objective format.
3. Performance expectations are clear.
4. A similar system is used for all
administrators.
5. There is a regular schedule for the process.
6. Appropriate people are involved in the
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apprai sa 1 .
7. Documentation is formal and in writing.
8. The evaluators are knowledgeable and well
trained.
9. There is a continual interaction between
the evaluator and the evaluatee.
10. The principal has access to the results

of the evaluation and the ability to add
materials to the final document.
Anzaldua (1984), Wells (1982), and others concurred
that the evaluation process needs to include goal-setting.
On-going assistance for the administrator helps develop a
sensitivity to his or her competencies throughout the
process. It is important to identify general areas in
behavior, adequacy and skills which show a need for
improvement.

Finally, job targets need to be realistic and

within the reach of the administrator.
In summary, the processes of evaluation vary greatly.
Evaluation may include a lengthy process which involves
numerous people, forms, and plans; or it may simply provide
for a single conference regarding one/s accomplishments and
needs.

Most evaluation

models appear to be cyclical with a

focus on the planning stage of the evaluation.

Collection of

data comes from various sources including supervisors, staff,
the community at large and the principals themselves.

The

time lines for evaluation vary, but ideally there appears to
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be a need for on-going communication between the supervisor
and the principal.

Communication wil I include relevant

information about the principal's progc8ss and activities.
This information is obtained through some form of data
gathering, which is discussed in the following section.
Data Gathering in Evaluation Processes
Part of the evaluation process deals with gathering of
data (Bolton 1980, Redfern 1980, McCleary 1979).

The data

are obtained through numerous means including observation or
visitation by supervisors, self-evaluation, and surveys of
staff community and students.
Numerous techniques are used to record data on the
strengths or weaknesses of principals.

A study by the

Educational Research Service cited five of the most common
techniques used (Nygaard

1974).

The first data collection technique mentioned in the ERS
Study was graphic rating scales. This Is normally a continuum
of numbers (e.g., 1-5).

The principal is evaluated according

to behaviors that have been frequently observed, or by how
accurately some statement reflects his or her workmanship.
One of the weaknesses of this type of scale is that there is
a tendency to rate a principal on one end or the other on al I
items, creating a "halo effect," or a "horn effect,"
depending on which end of the scale a principal is rated
(Nygaard

1974).
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A

s~cond

data collection technique described in the ERS

study is the essay appraisal (Nygaard 1974).

This format

uses a narrative description written by the supervisor.

It

covers the principal/s strengths, weaknesses, potential or
other relevant observations.

It is difficult to make

comparisons using this type of evaluation and it is obviously
more subjective than other formats.
A third technique described in the ERS study is the
field review.

When making comparisons among principals in a

district, this approach is used.

It is a method that focuses

on reliable and comparable evaluations.

It uses essay and

graphic ratings by several evaluators through a systematic
review process.

In the process, disagreements and agreements

among the evaluators are identified and a final group
consensus is sought.

Though the process is designed to

control any personal biases, the time needed for the
evaluation is usually more than most districts can afford
(Nygaard 1974).
A fourth method is a forced-choice method of skills
evaluation (Nygaard 1974) which compares a principal with the
principal/s peers, one at a time on a given criterion.

The

comparison is done on a five point continuum and any choice
will indicate preference for one person over another.

The

scores from each comparison are totaled and with
computational functions, the end result is a quotient which
rates the individual/s total performance.
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The fifth method described in the ERS study is the
critical incident technique (Nygaard 1974).
delineates activities that lead to success or

This process
failu~e

compares a principal/s current and past performance.

and
The

principal/s behavior is recorded at critical periods or when
significant

i~cidents

occur.

The principal can therefore see

specific examples of success or failure.

One problem with

this approach is the danger of a principal patterning his or
her activities after the critical incidents.

The process

also requires numerous critical observations and recording of
administrative behavior (Nygaard 1974).
Bailey (1984) outlined important guidelines for
soliciting feedback when seeking data from a broad base of
evaluators.

He stated that there are generally five types of

feedback which include continuum, response, short answer,
essay, true-false and multiple choice.
Bailey (1984) stated that when surveys are used, a
continuum format is most frequently applied.

Considerations

for the continuum are as follows: (1) too many choices will
confuse respondents; (2)

extremes of scale need to be equal;

(3) there is a possibility that neutral responses will force
respondents to make a decision; and, (4) symbols or numbers
need to precede the response ltem to facilitate the
completion of the form.
Short answer or completion questions take more time.
Complete sentences are used when using this format.
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Sentences should also be used which contain statements
capturing the maximum amount of information.

Blanks are

placed at the end or toward the end of the sentences to
foster continulty.

The blank length should be appropriate to

the length of the desired answer (Bailey 1984).
Bailey (1984) argued

th~t

the most difflcult of survey

responses is the essay question.

This type of survey is

constructed to obtain the exact kind of information desired.
The directions need do be explicit.

For analysis purposes,

several essays are better than one long one.
Multiple choice questions need to be specific, clear and
brief.

It is recommended that three to five choices be

provided for each item.

The words in each choice should be

approximately the same length.

The responses for multiple

choice should come at the end of the item.

Each choice is

listed on a separate line and choices are labeled with
capital letters (BaIley 1984).
True-false questions should avoid sweeping statements.
They should also avoid trivial statements and there needs to
be an equal number of true and false items.

The directions

should be as simple as possible, according to Bailey (1984).
When issuing survey-type evaluations, Bailey (1984)
warned that there should be no risk to those being surveyed.
There should be a guarantee of anonymity when necessary.
The gathering of data needs to be appropriately timed such as
the end of the semester or the end of the year.

It also is
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important that the person prepares him or herself for the
feedback and is prepared to put the feedback into action
where needed based on the data gathered (Bailey 1984).
Look (1984) supported Bailey/s suggestions on the need
for survey-type input and added that those surveyed should
only be asked to evaluate what behaviors they have observed.
This would alleviate judgments based on hearsay or
second-hand information.

Look fUrther felt that the type of

evaluation given depends on the
the process.

number of people involved in

If only one person is responsible for the

principal/s evaluation. Look recommended that an appropriate
response mode is an essay response.

If there are numerous

evaluators. a Likert scale may be preferred for purposes of
of accuracy and data tabulation.
Redfern (1980) stated that districts need different
information at different tImes.

Evaluations need not be

confined to one type of input or survey.

He suggested that

school districts provide four separate forms.

One form

describes the responsioility of the principal/s job and the
descriptors of that job.

A second form points to areas for

improvement which are tied to the descriptors.

A third form

assists in the establishment of action plans containIng the
activities which lead to the achievement of meeting
objectives and a final form provides a summative evaluation
of the principal/s skills.
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In summary, data may be gathered through various means
including continuum instruments, response questions, essay
formats, short-answer formats and other surveys.

Another

means of gathering information relates to ski lIs-based
objectives by which a principal is evaluated.

This type of

format is discussed in the following section.
Skills-Based Evaluation Processes
Systems which rely on some measurable behavior are
commonly referred to as Competency-Based Systems, or
Skills-Based Systems.

Zakrajsek (1979) stated that the

following process should be used in the Competency-Based
System:
1. The principal considers the competencies
outlined.
2. The principal translates the competencies
into educational objectives.
3. The objectives are made into some measurable
components.
4. The behavioral products of the objectives
are measured and analyzed.
5. An agreement is reached on whether or not
competencies have been met.
The competencies in the above model are usually general
and broad and it is the principal/s responsibility to narrow
them down to behavioral measurements.

This approach is said
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provides a means for making long range plans from year to
year.

Duke (1987) stated that a competency based program

v;il I al low the demonstration of specific behaviors which are
J'Jdged to be important for the principal or school.
An outgrowth of the individual competency-type
evaluation is the evaluation known as Management by
Objectives (MBO) (Anzaldua 1984).

Reasons for adopting MBO,

according to Anzaldua (1984) are that it is cost effective,
and there is a continual need for more management
information.

The advantages of the MBO evaluation process

are that it enhances job performance, provides for joint
planning and decision making and it establishes on-going
performance reviews.
In a typical MBO program, only agreed upon objectives
are evaluated.

Points of optimum behavior for each

administrator are designed for each area of responsibility.
The administrator designs objectives and these objectives
become the standards of performance (Banks 1981).
Goals set by individual principals need to be directly
related to district goals and objectives (Anzaldua 1984).
This provldes opportunlty for principals to harmonize their
individual goals with site and district goals.

The MBO

system provides for direction, support and guidance for the
site administrator.

This model includes a built-in component

for personal and professional growth and focuses the
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attention of the supervisor and the evaluatee on quality
results by providing performance milestones and indicators
(Anzaldua 1984).
In a Georgia study, principals preferred a combination
of both management by objectives and a check lists as opposed
to a single type process.

The survey also indicated that the

principals least preferred a single check list process.
However, reasons for

principals~

responses were not cited in

the study <Block 1980).
Results in one district where MBO was introduced were
that principals tripled the number of classroom observations
conducted annually (Anzaldua 1984).

PrIncipals developed

school plans to improve the school test scores.

Principals

became heavily involved in clinical supervision.
highly visible.

They were

PrIncipals also had a clear understanding of

what was expected of them and how they would be evaluated.
Finally, the principals; management skills improved.
(Anzaldua 1984).
Duke (1987) discussed some reservations about
skill-based approaches to evaluation.

A single method of

skills analysls based on competencies or behavioral
objectives may tend to simplify a very complex role,
according to Duke (1987).

CautIon needs to be exercised when

using a skIlls-based or objective-based model exclusIvely.
Duke stated that it Is extremely possible for a principal to
master every specific leadership skill, but fail at puttIng
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the skil Is together for effective leadership.
skil Is are not always equal or applicable.

Additionally,

One principal/s

school may demand different skil Is than another school.
A variation of the MBO approach is the Faculty Team
Model which uses a MBO format. but makes the principal and
selected faculty team responsible for the carrying out of
given objectives.

In this model. the principal is the

facilitator to the team and is judged only by his
contributions to the team as a whole. (Banks 1981).
In summary. skills-based evaluations rely on measurable
data.

These data are based on principals' completion of

certain competencies which have been predetermined.
Instruments in skills-based evaluations are designed to be as
objective as possible.

Rosenberg (1973) believed the use of

skills-based data alone might not give the princlpals as much
support as they deserved. Therefore. Rosenberg and others
proposed what could be called Counseling-Type models for
evaluation which are discussed in the fol lowing section.
Counseling-Type Evaluation Processes
Rosenberg (1973) modified the MBO and Competency-Based
models and developed what he called
to evaluating principals.

Criteria-Based approach

He proposed a model using a

self-evaluation by the principal, and evaluation from a panel
consisting of professional educators. other principals,
school staff members, central administrators. col lege
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professors, community, parents' organizations and students.
This model focuses on evidence relating to specific
competencies.
There are three parts to Rosenberg/s model: (1)
evaluation by the

t~am

to determine the accomplishment of

goals; (2) assessment of administrative competency based on
the team/s evaluation; and, (3) the superintendent/s
evaluation of the administrator.

Rosenberg designed the

evaiuation process to be supporting and counseling, rather
than distant and remote.

The principal has partial

responsibility in the make up of the team which ideally
includes a cross-section of parents, students and
professional educators.

The team meets regularly with the

principal to give the principal support and assist with
services needed to help the principal meet the goals
(Rosenberg 1973).
Another model built on the counseling paradigm is
Licata/s "Systemic Appraisal Model" (Licata 1980). Using a
teacher assessment, he recommended separating the
developmental component from the evaluative component.

The

development phase is a relatively non-judgmental system which
al lows the principal to gather data about his or her needs.
The evaluation component takes teacher assessment results and
combines them with results from two trained individuals
observing the administrator's performance, which leads to an
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e\'aluation conference offering recommendations and
recognition (Licata 1980).
In summary, in an attempt to make evaluation supportive
and

non-th~'eatening,

some theorists proposed involving

various groups and the principals themselves in the
evaluation.

Principals/ self-evaluations can be part of the

counseling-type model and they are discussed in the following
section.
Self-Evaluation Processes
Some evaluation models include some type of
self-evaluation process.

This can be done in a diary format

or a time sheet format which indicates data on how one spends
time.

One model uses a time sheet format (Leeper 1969).

Once each quarter, the principal prepares evaluative
materials for use at a conference with other colleagues.

A

final activity is the preparation of a summary which is made
available to all subordinates and other colleagues.

The

principal attaches a questionnaire for evaluating the work
along with the time sheet

(~eeper

1969).

Self-evaluation, according to McCurdy (1983), is a vital
element for effective evaluation systems.

It can become a

positive tool to use a principal/s ability in the design an
individual improvement program.

The tool can also become

valuable in that the principal has ownership in the process.
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Bolton (1980) felt that self-evaluation tends to reduce
the threat of an external evaluator, because the
self-evaluation gives the principal some degree of control
over the evaluation process.
creativity and motivation on

It also helps increase
~he

part of the principal.

In summar.'y, self-evaluations may prove useful to
principals because they help principals focus on their
individual needs in a positive and non-threatening setting.
Of course, the objectivity of this model depends entirely on
principals/ abIlIty to look at their skills honestly. The
following section will discuss the content of evaluation,
which deals with the substance of principals/ evaluations.

CO~TENT

OF SKILLS EVALUATION

The content of principals/ evaluation deals with the
specIfic skills to be measured.

As mentioned, In numerous

models, various standards, objectives and goals are used to
assess and evaluate performance.
Historically, the content of the principal/s evaluations
centered around various personality traits (McClure 1938,
Lide 1938).

Wells (1982) stated that "There is no doubt that

factors such as initiative, enthusiasm, loyalty, cooperation,
leadership ability, dependabIlIty and adaptabIlity are
important" (p. 777). He pointed out that they are also
exceedingly difficult to define and measure and it is
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exist, Wells stated

t~at

seventy-five

pe~cent

of formal

appraisal systems in use today are derivations of trait
rating systems which place emphasis on personality
characteristics and behavior patterns.
It may be difficult to avoid some form of subjective
analysis of principals/ talents.

Edmonds (1979) in his

search for school effectiveness, listed

"Style of

Leadership" as one of the five basic characteristics for
effective schools.

The other four are:

Instructional

Emphasis, School Climate, Implied Expectations of Teachers,
and Use of Standardized Instruments for measuring pupil
progress. It is noteworthy that of the five characteristics
Edmonds emphasized, four are difficult to measure using
objective instruments.
Due to what Redfern (1980) referred to as the subjective
nature of evaluation content, he felt that the content of the
evaluation is much less important than the actual evaluation
process. Redfern stated that such items as objectives, goals,
and competencies should be developed by individual districts
and it is more important to have a thorough process which
involves certain steps, than to simply fill out a form or
meet minimum requirements for a given number of objectives.
Klopf and Scheldon (1982) stated that the principal must
be able to do the following activities:

(1) study and

interpret social trends that demand curricular and
instructional change; (2) assess needs of the learners that
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are unique to the school and the

co~munity;

(3) integrate

goals and objectives of the school with the needs of the
learner; (4) conduct formal assessment of current programs/
adequacy to meet learning objectives; (5) util ize research
and information in forming viable alternatives for change;
(6) invoive the central office staff and parents in
identifying and setting goals for change; (7) allocate and
assign building staff to accomplish instructional and
curricular goals; (8) explain instructional curricular change
to parents and community; (9) examine and recommend
instruments for evaluating program processes and outcomes;
and. (10) collect, organize and interpret data comparing past
and present student performance.
Anderson (1984) concurred with Klopf and Scheldon.
citing seven areas of principal performance which should be
measured: (1) curriculum leadership;. (2) relations with
staff. students and parents; (3) personnel functions; (4)
student accounting and records; (5) public relations; (6)
environmental health and safety; and. (7) personal
professional development.
Block (1982) cited four major criteria for evaluating
principal performance.
development.

The first area deals with curriculum

This includes the successful implementation of

new courses and the comparison of achievement test results
both within and outside the district.

A second area

mentioned by Block is the supervision of personnel.

This
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includes a principal's ability to keep staff morale high.
The third area deals with school management.

This involves

the regular communication process between district office and
school.

It also includes the writing and turning in of

reports, schedules, etc.

Last, Block (1982) cited the

importance of community relations which is measured by the
satisfaction of parents and students.
In a 1980 study, McIntyre and Grant asked
superintendents, principals and teachers to rate how weI I a
principal should perform and how weI I the principals in their
schools actually did perform.

Al I three groups agreed on the

relative importance of principals/ responsibilities including
staffing, community relations, goal setting and time and
space allocation.

The authors noted that two other areas of

importance lacking in actual performance were inservice
training and program evaluation <McIntyre and Grant, 1980).
Hammond <of the EPIC Evaluation Center at the University of
Arizona> set six criteria for evaluating principals <Umans
1971).

The criteria are outlined below.

First, information

to the evaluator needs to be relevant and relate to the needs
of the organization and the administrator.

Since one purpose

of evaluation is to identify situations where changes or
improvements are needed, irrelevant information only clouds
the issue.

An example of irrelevant information

is

"personality-type" inventories which passed for evaluation in
the early part of the century.
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Second, the information gathered about the
admiilistrator/s performance needs to be significant.

It

is

important to analyze and report only information which will
be of the greatest value to the administrator, the supervisor
and to the organization.
Third, the information gathered must have a sufficient
scope to guide the decision maker.

When evaluating

personnel, it is important to observe and gather data over a
long period of time to assure that the information is
accurate.
Fourth, credibility is trust and must be established
between the evaluator(s) and the principal.

Part of the

evaluator/s responsibility is to continually inform the
principal about the principal/s progress.
Fifth, information must be provided on a systematic
regular basis.

Using evaluation as an on-going process helps

to make changes where appropriate and keeps the principals
accountable for their actions (Umans

1971).

Speicher (1971) felt that a set of stanaards needed to
be established for evaluation content and argued that no
single approach satisfies everyone.

He established three

separate approaches to creating standards.

These are listed

below.
"The Characteristics of Traits Approach " (Speicher 1971)
defines administrative effectiveness in terms of personal
attributes such knowledge, personality factors, and
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appearance which are considered desirable in the
accompl ishment of administrative effectiveness.

"The

Process-Behavior- Approach" (Speicher 1971) defines
administr-ative effectiveness in terms of specific functions,
such as the al location of resour-ces, supervision of staff,
and communication with parents, and community.

These

functions are consider-ed to be essential to the
accomplishment of educational and administrative outcomes.
"The Administrative Outcome Appr-oach" (Speicher- 1971)
defines administrative effectiveness in ter-ms of the r-elative
accomplishment of educational or- adminlstr-ative objectives.
This appr-oach requir-es the development of objectives which
incorpor-ate measurable objectives.
Speicher felt that once the r-ole of the pr-incipal has
been defined, it is possible to more clear-ly evaluate his or
her- effectiveness.

Of the three approaches cited, the latter

appr-oach is the most objective.

In this appr-oach, the

principal/s effectiveness is measured by outcomes such as
teacher per-for-mance, community acceptance, student
achievement and other- indicator-so
In summary, it can be concluded that although data on
principals/ per-formance ideally should be objective and
measurable, much of the infor-mation relating to what
liter-ature describes as impor-tant principals/ skills is,
indeed, subjective.

Content ar-eas focusing on principals/

evaluation fal I into three general categories:

(1) the
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personai characteristics of the principal such as leadership,
knowledge, etc.; (2) the effectiveness of the principal as a
manager-planner; and, (3) the principal/s effectiveness as a
leader In administrative responsibilities such as curriculum,
instructional leadership, student activity programs, fiscal
affairs and plant management.

The area of instructional

leadership requires further examination in relation to
content and will be discussed in the following section.
The Principal as an Instructional Leader
The role of the prinCipal as an instructional leader is
often vague and ill-defined.

Mullican and Ainsworth (1979)

stated there is a dilemma in the analysis of instructIonal
leadership because two connotations
term of instructional leadershIp.

ar~

given for the same

First, it is the role and

behavIor of the person in the role, and second, it is the
evaluation of the indIvldua)/s performance in that role.
Mullican and Ainsworth (1979) stated that in all studies of
instructional leadership the following two elements must be
present according to the research:

(1) strength of

organizing and clarIfyIng; and, (2) development

~f

interpersonal relatIonships.
Goodlad (1984) disagreed wIth much of the focus on
instructIonal leadership as a role of the principal.

He

stated that the maintenance and the planning of a school is a
full-time task.

The task of role modeling and instructional
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leadership is also a full-time task and if principals are
expect~d

to take on both tasks, one task wil I suffer.

Goodl ad recommended tl.la t a "head teacher" work hand in hand
with the principal to fulfill this instructional leadership
role.

Effective principals, according to Goodlad, mayor may

not have been effective teachers.

It is "naive and

arrogant", he claimed, to make the assumption that principals
are able to assume a higher level of teaching expertise chan
those teachers who are working at their jobs every day
(Goodlad 1984).
Ingram (1979) compared the instructional leader to what
he called the "Educational Executive".

He argued that

knowing how to teach is not as important for the principal as
knowing what the goals of the organization are, what the
constraints are and how to meet the goals of the
organization.

Principals should not be considered

quasi-faculty, according to Ingram (1979).

Rather, they

present more demanding sets of expectations for teachers and
staff, according to Ingram. He contends that sound management
ski lIs over-rule the" instructional leader" role.

Such

skil Is as planning, organizing, controlling and evaluating
need to relate to the the particular goals of the
organization and because they form the basis for the content
of principals/ evaluations according to Ingram (1979).
Manasse (1984) supported Ingram/s and Goodlad/s
positions.

According to Manasse, principals spend relatively
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I ittle time directly on instL'uction-related activities and,
instead, spend much more time simply managing the
institution.

Based on one Chicago study (Manasse 1984),

Manasse reported that eighty percent of a principal's workday
is spent on institution management and only twenty percent is
spent on instructional concerns.

Manasse therefore theorized

that the principal should be evaluated on what he or she does
the most--namely running the school.
Look (1984) used a similar research model to Manasse's
and logged more than 30,000 hours of critical work activities
by principals in schools participating in the School
Improvement Model through Iowa State University.
were surprisingly different from Manasse's.

His results

Look's purpose

was to identify valid discriminating items for use in
evaluating principals. Look concluded that the fol lowing
items are important when evaluating principals:

(1)

instructional strategies of the principal; (2) the
principal's emphasis on achievement; (3) support of teachers
by the principal; (4) coordination of the instructional
program; (5) orderly school atmosphere; (6) the promotion of
professional growth; (7) maintenance of school-community
relations;

(8) evaluation of pupi I progress; (9) maintenance

of plant facilities; and, (10) supervision of student
personnel.
In summary, the importance of the principals' role as an
instructional leader involves numerous skil Is which include,
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but are not limited to: (1) goal setting; (2) emphasis and
monitoring of student achievement; (3) teacher support; (4)

modeling; and, (5) organizationa1 skills.

There are

conflicting opinions regardlng principals/ needs or abilities
to be instructional leaders compared to their positions as
managers of schools.
literature (Blume

Much of the school effectiveness

1984) points to instructional leadership

as an important role for the principal. School effectiveness
studies which relate to the principal are addressed in the
following section.
SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS AND PRINCIPALS/ SKILLS
A growing body of research in the area of school
effectiveness correlates certain leadership attributes with
high achievement (Blume

1984),

This research began in the

1970/s and is mostly correlational in that the research
reports only typical behaviors of teachers and principals in
schools where students demonstrated high achievement.
Studies on effective schools do not necessarily reflect al I
schools.

However. information gained from the effective

schools studies may help in ascertaining desirable qualities
which could assist in the evaluation of principals.
In a study conducted in four inner city schools where
student reading levels were higher than the norm. Weber
(1971) identified five factors relating to principals/
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skil Is. These factors were: (1) strong leadership; (2) high
expectations of students and staff; (3) good atmosphere; (4)
strong emphasis on basic subjects of reading and mathematics;
and, (5) instructional leadership by the principal.
In 1974, the State of New York undertook a State
Performance Review (New York State Department of
Education 1974), which included a study of schools with
similar socio-economic climates where some schools
demonstrated high achievement and others did not.

The

behaviors of principals in the schools appeared to have a
significant impact on the effectiveness of the schools and
the academic achievement of the students.

In schools with a

greater measurable improvement in student achievement and
student behavIor, principal leadership promoted a positIve
balance between instructional skills and management.

The

principals in the more effective schools demonstrated plans
which focused on instruction, especially in reading and
mathematics.

The principals expected and promoted change,

and goals in student achievement were clearly defined. (New
York State DepartlOent of Education, 1974).
A California study (Madden 1976) similar to the New York
review concluded that principals in higher achieving schools
provided teachers with greater support compared to teachers
in lower achieving schools.

Such support included financial

resources, training and development, and rewards for teaching
excellence.

Higher achieving schools also had a greater
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degree of student monitoring of achievement by the principal.
In rating the administration, teachers at the higher
achieving schools gave higher support ratings to their
principals than the teachers in the lower achieving schools
(Madden 1976).
In 1977, Brookover and Lezotte studied six improving and
two declining schools through the Michigan Department of
Education (Brookover and Lezotte 1979).

They found that in

higher achieving schools, specific goals and objectives were
emphasized.

Schools with less achievement gave less

emphasis to goals, especially in the areas of mathematics and
reading.

Staffs and administrators in the improving schools

tended to believe that al I students can master basic
objectives.

Staffs in the successful schools held high

expectations for even their slowest students.

Staffs in the

high achieving schools placed responsibility for stUdent
learning on themselves; whereas, in the less successful
schools, teachers tended to place responsibility for
students/ success on the parents or on the students.
The Michigan study also found a major difference in the
principals/ roles

between the low achieving schools and the

higher achieving schools. In the higher achieving schools,
principals were seen as the instructional leaders.

Teachers

reported that their principals were more assertive and
assumed the role not only of disciplinarian, but evaluator of
the entire school.

Principals in the lower achieving schools
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were perceived by teachers to be more permissive and ilad more
informal and collegial relationships with staffs.

Their

emphasis was on general public relations with less

em~nasis

on evaluation of the school/s basic educational program.
Staffs in the more successful schools seemed to accept
accountability more than the staffs in the decl ining schools.
Edmonds (1979) worked with Harvard University and the New
York Public Schools to focus on effective leadership in the
schools.

He cited five characteristics of an effective

principal. First, principals in effective schools demonstrate
what Edmonds referred to as style of managerial behavior.
They move around the school and use what has come to be known
as MBWA or "Management by Walking Around."

Second, these

principals emphasize instruction in as their primary focus
and the primary focus of the entire staff.

Principals in

effective schools help to create a climate in the building
which is pleasant and has a positive feeling tone.
climate

The

includes obvious items such as paint and repair and

equally important items such as cooperation and sense of
family which make up the entire environment. Fourth,
effective principals have high expectations for both pupil
and teacher performance.

Principals set a tone by creating

an expectation that no student or group of children are
expected to fall below the prerequisites for promotion.
Fifth, there is a common method of assessing pupil progress
by all teachers in the school.

The school/s consistent use
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and dependence on standardized criterion referenced testing
is used and emphasized by the principals in the more
effective schools.
Edmonds concluded that schools which have

high student

achievement also have a high degree of administrative
organization in developing plans and implementing plans in
their schools. Edmonds also concluded that the more effective
schools had administrators who paid attention to all elements
of the school including school activities, managerial
activities, and instructional activities.
McCleary (1979) noted thirteen characteristics which he
believed

were important to the effectiveness of the school/s

principal. Although the study related to secondary
principals, it is assumed that these qualities can be
representative of most principals regardless of school level.
These qualities are:
1. the effective allocation of time.
2. proper understanding of the job.
3. approaching numerous tasks without fear.
4. allowance for sufficient autonomy to
subordinate staff.
5. effective management of resources.
6. good human relations skills.
7. utilization of many styles in problem solving.
8. identification of goals and workable plans.
9. knowledge of effective scheduling and planning
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10. creation of trust among staff and public.
11. effect! ve commun i cat! on with students.
12. involvement of parents
13. participation in P.T.A.
Rutter, et. al., (1982) studied English secondary
schools, looking for patterns of leadership in the more
effective schools. They found that the attitudes of the
principals and teachers towards learning was consistently
positive in the more effective schools.

Pripcipals in these

schools rewarded performance of the students and the
teachers.

There was a greater emphasis placed on rewarding

positive behavior than punishing negative behavior.

The

level cf responsibility of participation by stUdents was
encouraged by the principals.

High expectations were common

throughout the school for both teachers and students.
Finally, feedback from the principal to the teachers and from
the teachers to the students was given on a regular basis.
Persell, et. ale (1982) identified certain
characteristics of principals in high achieving schools.
These authors reviewed effective schools

stUdies which

focused on secondary schools throughout the nation. They
summarized the characteristics of effective principals as
follows:
1. A demonstrated commitment to academic goals.
2. A creation of climate with high expectations.
3. Instructional leadership.
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4. Demonstration of forceful and dynamic
traits.
5. Principals consulted with others regularly.
6. Schools have a climate of order and discipline.
7. Principals use al 1 resources available.
8. Time is weI 1 used.
9. Principals evaluate the results of their
effectiveness regularly.
Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) concluded from a study
of elementary school principals, that effective principals
place the achievement and happiness of students first in
their priorities. Effective principals view themselves as
instructional leaders who have the ability to create positive
change. Instructional leadership includes the fol lowing,
according to Leithwood and Montgomery (1982): a knowledge of
curriculum; clearly defined goals and objectives; involvement
of staff in planning and the implementation of instructional
programs; setting aside resources; and continual reviewing of
programs.

Effective principals articulate high expectations

for teachers, students and for themselves.
seek out and develop parental support.

They aggressively

They are actively

involved in decisions about which teachers teach which
students.

They are concerned that their teachers establish

clear student objectives which serve as a focus on
instruction.
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Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) found from their
research that certain principal actions promote high student
performance.

They cited eight actions which they believed

correlate with high academic achievement.
First, principals must have clear visions of where their
schools are going. They must communicate these visions to
their community, staff and students.

The principals must

have high expectations with clear objectives used in the
establishment of their visions.
Principals must establish and maintain a curriculum
which relates to the goals and priorities established. They
are responsible for the al location of time, and resources
according to the priorities they have set.

They must plan

with their teachers and assist the teachers in reaching their
goals.
The principals in effective schools demonstrate
knowledge of quality instruction.

They actively work with

the staffs to improve the staff/s skills.
Effective principals establish a safe and orderly
environment which supports teaching and learning.

They

protect learning time from disruption and maintain a clean
neat school.
Principals monitor school performance.
and use data to make improvements.

They

They give feedback to the

teachers and are in the classroom to make frequent
observations.

collect
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The principals involve the staffs in decision making and
planning.

An environment of trust is established which

allows the staff to share in decision making.

Staffs are

rewarded for their contributions to the school program.
Effective principals actively seek district help with
improvements.

They allocate resources and set up priorities.

Finally, according to Leithwood and Montgomery (1982),
principals in effective schools demonstrate efficiency in
handling

matte~s

in a smooth and

~outine

manner.

Purkey and Smith (1983) reviewed nurr.erous studies on
effective

leade~ship

in schools and concluded that although

the research is non-experimental, certain similarities and
conclusions can be drawn about principals who lead effective
schools.

They belIeved that the characteristics of effective

principals are interrelated and cite the thirteen most
characteristics :rom their studies.

CO~Tlon

According to Purkey and

Smith (1983), effective principals:
1. possess school site management.
2. have a ciear sense of expectations and vision.
3. maintain staff stability.
4. provide for curriculum articulation.
5. provide for staff development.
6. recruit and involve parents.
7. provide school-wide recognition for success
8. seek district support for their programs.
9. sol icit collaborative plannIng
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10. develop a sense of community
11. contribute to commonly shared goals
12. iilaintain order and discipl ine
Manasse (1984) also noted behavior characteristics of
principals in effective schools.

He called these "purposing

behaviors" and they include (I) a personal vision of the
school; (2) actions which reflect

the implementation of that

vision; (3) goal setting which includes a commitment of all
participants in the school community; (4) expert information
sensing and analysis skills which are used to develop agenda,
monitor programs and behavior and provide feedback; and, (5)
timely use of conflict management and problem solving skil Is.
In summary, it can be said that the

litera~·I>:,e

on effective

schools leadership relates to the following themes:

(1)

Principals/ are achievement-oriented and emphasize observable
results from students.

(2) Principals provide for an

orderly, peaceful atmosphere which supports students/ needs.
(3) Principals have high expectations for al I participants in
the school/s community including teachers, principal and
students. (4) The principal helps in the creation of
weI I-designed instructional goals and objectives and
continually evaluates the system. (5) The principals work
hard to support their teachers through incentives,
recognition and rewards.
A study of effective schools research wil I produce many
positive attributes for principals. The study is limited,
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however, by they types of schools studied, their locations,
and their histories.

No attempt is made to draw

generalizations about al I schools or all principals from
these studies.
Much of the school effectiveness literature focuses on
principals' interaction with the teaching

s~aff

<Leithwood

and Montgomery 1982; McCleary 1979; Purkey and Smith 1983).
One by-product of this interaction might be the teachers'
evaluation of principals, which wil I be discussed in the
following section.
TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF PRINCIPALS' SKILLS
The review of the literature thus far, has

examined

content and processes of evaluation and principals' skills
which can be related to their evaluation.

This study focuses

on teachers' perceptions of principals' skills, and
therefore, it is relevant to examine issues related the
evaluation of principals by teachers
Many researchers believe that the best evaluators of
principals' skills appear to be the teachers who work with
the principal <ERIC Research Action Brief, 1980).

In a

Georgia study (Block 1982), results of a random survey of
elementary principals indicated that elementary principals in
Georgia believed that other persons should be involved In
their evaluations as weI I as superintendents.

These included

students, parents, peers, and their statfs <Block

1982).
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The effective schools research points to a need for
principals and statfs to work together where there is
an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect.

In this

atmosphere, an evaluation of a principal/s skills by the
teaching staff can be most productive (Leithwood and
Montgomery 1982).
Gaslin (1974) stated that there are three basic reasons
for teacher evaluation of principals ' skil Is.

First, the

evaluation provIdes the administrator with staff feelings and
if the evaluation is done repeatedly, the principal can see
how things change.

Second. the evaluation helps establish

credibility of the principal with teachers and others.
Finally, teachers are in a strong position to judge how
administrative actions affect children.

Therefore their

perceptions can provide important information.
Awender (1978) concluded from a study of principal,
teacher and superintendent perceptions that there is a
general lack of agreement on the elements of the leadership.
Awender's study details perceptions regarding the "de facto"
state of affairs in the principal/s tasks. and compares these
perceptions with perceptions of the ideal state of affairs.
In Awender's study, princIpals, teachers and
superintendents all rated counseling and discipline as the
perceived most important function in the the "de facto" state
of affairs.

Additionally, teachers and superintendents

ranked supervision and public relations as two other
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perceived important functions.

In the area of budget

preparation, teachers tended to rate budget functions higher
in the de facto state than did the principals.
When looking at the role of the principal as it ought to
be, both principals and teachers agreed that supervision,
academic programming and decision making should be given the
highest priority.

The factors rated lowest in this portion

of the study were highering, office management and budget.
Teachers in Awender/s study seemed to feel that the
principal should reduce the amount of time on budget and
office management and place more emphasis on the facilitating
of staff development.
Sanacore (1976) theorized that since school teachers
have been able to improve through assessment and evaluation
of principals, it must follow that principals could also
improve through a teacher evaluation of principal/s skills.
In the Hauppauge School District in Long Island, N.Y.,
Sanacore and others in his school district created an
evaluation instrument related to the philosophy of the
district and to the admlnlstrators/ job descriptions.
The final version of the Hauppague assessment model was
based on a forced choice scale which ranged from "Lacking in
Information to Evaluate" (0), to "Always" (5) which indicated
superior skill in a given area.
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The following list slJrnmarizes the contents of
Hauppauge/s teacher evaluation of principals where teachers
were asked to rate their principals in these areas:
1. The principal works individually with teachers,
helping them to improve.
2. The principal makes use of faculty meetings to
to improve instruction.
3. The principal informs the staff concerning
educational matters.
4. The principal manifests the ability to suggest
new techniques.
5. The principal accepts suggestions for improvement.
6. The principal shows an awareness of current
ideas in educational literature.
7. The principal presents his ideas clearly.
8. The principal manifests self-control.
9. The principal exhibits physical stamina.
10. Teachers are given opportunities to participate
in building policy.
11. The principal respects the rights of teachers.
12. The principal is sensitive to the feelings of
others.
13. The principal provides for individual
differences among students.
14. The principal respects the rights of
students.
15. The principal is sensitive to the feelings
of students.
16. The principal is an active member of the PTA.
17. The principal interprets the educational
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program to the community.
18. The prlDcipal uti I izes community resources.
(Sanacore 1976 pp.l00-101)
The effect of teachers evaluating their principals is
neither positive nor negative according to Daniel (1978).

In

a study to examine whether the evaluation of principals by
teachers improved principals performance, Daniel compared
principals/ behavior occuring both after a teacher evaluation
and before the teacher evaluation.

He found that there was

no significant change in the principals performance.

Daniel

also found that staff used this method of evaluation to give
positive feedback to their principals.
Weldy (1961) cited certain outcomes which should be
considered

when using a teacher assessment tool.

(1) Teachers wil I work diligently to make an
honest effort to be fair in their evaluation.
(2) Teachers wil I generally welcome the opportunity to help their principals improve.
(3) Principals should expect a wide disagreement
among teachers due to varying philosophical
differences among teaching staff.
(4) If the reactions are recorded anonymously,
there is little opportunity to satisfy
specific grievances. This can be frustrating
to principals.
(5) The principal should expect that not all
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ratings wi 1 j .be "fair" on some issues since
the teaching s:aff is not totally aware of all
the components of the principal/s job
description.
(6) In some cases, teachers will judge
principals on one or two isolated instances
where they have no personal knowledge of the
principal/s work (Weldy 1961 pp. 145-47).
In summary, the advocates of teacher evaluation of
principals feel that the assessment of principals/ skills by
their subordinates is often more significant than a
supervisor evaluation because the subordinates are in a
position to continually observe the principal/s skills first
hand.

Some districts use subordinate evaluations as part of

a formal assessment, where others use a teacher evaluation at
the will of the principals for the principals; personal use.
Because of the subjectivity of teachers; evaluations,
the evaluations usually are more general compared to an
in-depth assessment.

Principals should be prepared to act on

the results of the teachers; assessment of their skills.
Finally, if a principal is to use a teacher evaluation,
that principal must recognize and accept his or her own
weaknesses which will surface in the evaluation.
Additionally, principals must recognize that the teachers/
evaluation of their skills can be a valid method of achieving
improvement and that teachers are not seeking to "get their
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principal."

There must also be a mutual trust between the

principal and teachers which includes a beiief that teachers
are competent

to make judgments about the principal in

certain areas (Banks

1981~.

The accuracy of teachers/ opinions of principals/ skil Is
might be substantiated through a comparison with other
evaluations.

Part of this study compares

teachers/

perceptions with the COSA Assessment Center ratings of the
principals in the study. The Assessment Center Model will be
discussed in the following section.
THE NASSP ASSESSMENT CENTER MODEL
In the early 1970/s, concern existed among educators
that principals were being selected far too subjectively.
Principals were appointed because they demonstrated
except i ona I teach i ng or coach I ng sk ill s and often, no
consideration was given to their leadership skills (Hersey
1977). In many cases this subjective selection process
contributed to ineffective leadership in schools.

More

objective procedures were needed which would identify
applicants with existing leadership and management skills.
In 1975, preliminary research was done by the National
Association of Secondary School Principals,
Assessment Center Concept.

r~ldLing

to the

The model existed In the prIvate

sector and many businesses and corporations used the model.
The early research done by NASSP included the collection of
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irlformation relating to job requirements
throughout the country.

from school systems

The focus of information gathering

was on principals and assistant principals (Hersey 1977).
Assessment centers were developed because in education a
technique was needed which would simulate administrative
practice involving teachers who wished to be administrators.
Teachers who wish to become administrators do not have the
opportunity to be observed or to be evaluated with respect to
their administrative abilities.

In many cases the placements

of administrative personnel are made with decisions based on
educated guesses and have little relationship to the
candidate/s actual administrative ability (Jeswald 1977).
According to Jeswald (1977), an initial concern of the
assessment center was to study the tasks and responsibilities
of practitioners.

The NASSP national office assisted in this

endeavor and solicited job descriptions, evaluation
instruments and other performance instruments from districts
throughout the country. Additionally, lengthy interviews were
conducted with administrators and directors of the
project's pilot studies in Prince William

Count~

Virginia and

Charlottesville, Virginia.
After involving organizations and interpreting a large
number of facts and opinions regarding principai skli Is,
specific abilities which could be more efficiently measured
outside the assessment center were excluded and the final
list of twelve behavior dimensions were included for
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assessment. The twelve ski I Is and their definitions are as
fol lows (NASSP Assessment Handbook, 1983 p.6):
Problem Analysis is the ability to seek out
relevant data and analyze complex information
to determine the important elements of a problem situation; searching for information with a
purpose.
Judgment is the ability to reach logical
conclusions and make high quality decisions,
based on available information; skill in identifying educational needs and setting priorities;
abi lity to evaluate critically written
communications.
Organizational Ability is the ability to plan,
schedule and control the work of others; skil I
in using resources in an optimal fashion;
ability to deal with a volume of paperwork
and heavy demands on one/s time.
Decisiveness is the ability to recognize when
a decision is required (disregarding the quality of the decision) and to act quickly.
LeadershIp is the ability to get others
involved in solving problems; ability to
recognize when a group requires direction.
to interact with a g~cup effectively and
to guide them to the accomplishment of a
task.
Sensitivlty is the ability to perceive the
needs, concerns, and personal problems of
others; skill In resolving confl icts; tact in
dealing with persons from different backgrounds;
abil ity to deal effectively with people concerning emotional issues; knowing what information
to communicate and to whom.
Stress Tolerance is the ability to perform under pressure and during opposition; ability to
think on one/s feet.
Oral COmmunication is the ability to make a
clear oral presentation of facts or ideas.
Written Communication is the abil ity to ex-
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press ideas clearly in writing; to write appropriately for different audiencos--students,
teachers, parents et.al.
Range of Interest is the competence to discuss
a variety of subjects--educational, political,
current events, economic, etc.; desire to
actively participate in events.
Personal Motivation is the need to achieve
in al 1 activities attempted; evidence that
work is important to personal satisfaction;
ability to be self-policing.
Educational Values relate to the posession
of a well reasoned philosophy; receptiveness
to new ideas a~d change.
A typical assessment center has

betwee~

ten and fifteen

candidates who have been sent by school districts.

These

participants are evaluated and observed by at least six
assessors.

The assessors are skil led and trained using the

NASSP model. The participants in the center attend for
various reasons which include promotion, individual
development, or selection by a district (Howard 1974).
General ly, the centers are designed to identify participants
for advancement to a principal or assistant principal.
J~swald

(1977) summarized five uses of the NASSP

Assessment Center.

These are

(1)

identlfication of teachers

for administrator openings; (2) provision for an objective
procedure to identify applicants for administrative
potential; (3) assistance in training assessors in
interviewing techniques; (4) development of administrators
skills; and, (5) assistance with district recruitment of
principals and assistant principals.
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The technology of the assessment center concept has been
subjected to at least two tests for reliability and validity.
Huck (1973) found that predictions of candidates
were moderately high in accuracy.

l

success

Huck found that the

assessment center had high reliability potentials for
.68<r<.99 (Huck 1973).

Huck/s study focused on assessment

centers which had been in existence for more than three years
and were not related to the NASSP model.
In 1982, a three year valldity study of the NASSP model
was concluded by Schmitt at Michigan State University.
Among other findings, the Michigan State study focused on
data relating the ratings of assessment center ski I Is to
ratings on later job

pertc~mance

students, staff and supervisors.

as determined by teachers,
Schmitt found that ratings

on Leadership, Organizational Abillty, Oral Communications,
Decisiveness, Judgment, and Problem Solving were most highly
correlated with job performance ratings (Schmitt 1982).
Howard (1974) listed some concerns for possible negative
outcomes regarding participants in the assessment center
process.

These would include the following:

"The Crown Prince/Princess" describes assessment center
participants who do extremely well in the center. These
candidates may find that they have become the "fair-haired
administrator" and might be treated so by management to such
a degree that their future in the organization could become a
self-fulfil ling prophecy.

This could lead to a decline in
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morale in those individuals who have not achieved such
status.
The "Kiss of Death Candidate" is one who has done poorly
in the assessment center and he or she may feel that there is
no future in the organization because of a low assessment
score.
A stress factor is also important to consider in the
outcome of the candidate.

When candidates feel that their

entire careers are on the line or that they are "on stage"
the effects of stress can be severe.
Employee attitudes towards the assessment center program
can be negative if some employees who applied to become
candidates were turned down and consequently considered
themselves in the "out group."
Due to the relative recent formation of the NASSP
Assessment Center Model it is too early to make judgments as
to the concept/s success or failure in the field of
education. The literature does indicate, however, that the
predictions made in the assessment center are generally
accurate when measured in actual job experiences.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The school principal plays a vital role in the success
or failure of the school program (Brookover, et.al.,1973;
Edmonds 1979; Weber 1971; Wynne 1981).
that, "Virtually every [school

Duke (1987) stated

eff~ctlveness]

report singled
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out the school principal as the key to successful reform"
<p.4).

The principal performs numerous roles for which

numerous traits are desirable.
skills is complex and intricate.

The evaluation of principals

l

On one hand, the literature

points to objective measurable data as the best way to
evaluate.

On the other hand, recent studies on school

improvement poi"nt to subjective data such as school climate,
instructional leadership and leadership style as indicators
of effective principals.

In the ideal design for assessing

principals/ skil Is, effort should be made to be as exact and
explicit as possible.

Specific objectives, skills or

competencies wil I result in more usable data than essays or
descriptions of principals/ behavior.
The ideal evaluation should also include a broad base of
data and as many evaluators as possible.

A collective

judgment of a principal/s skills can help offset any personal
biases which might arise in a single evaluation.

Because of

their closeness to the principal, teachers have been
recognized by some authorities as the best evaluators of
principals/ skil Is.

The roles of other personnel in the

evaluation process wil I depend on the type of evaluation
design.
Self-evaluations by the principal are useful because
they give the principal a sense of direction and provide a
basis on which to make goals.

How a principal thinks he or
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she is doing can be as important to the evaluator as how weI I
the principal is actually doing.
Content of an assessment of skills should be measurable;
but some research indicated that items to be evaluated should
also include such traits as style, staff relationships and
other "personality" indicators. There is a tendency to move
away from the early personality inventories of the 1920/s and
1930/s, but no evaluations can be totally objective and
without personal bias.

Principals continue to be evaluated

in a variety of categories which range from communication
skills to personal appearance and emotional stability <Duke
1987).
Many

researchers agree that subordinate evaluations of

principals can be useful. However, there is conflicting
support among administrators to incorporate teacher
evaluations in the formal assessment process.
The Assessment Center has provided one means of
examining skil Is which are needed for effective principals.
The twelve ski 1 Is listed by the Assessment Center are not
totally inclusive; however, they provide one means to measure
principals/ effectiveness.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an examination of the procedures
and methods used to investigate the research problem of
determining differences in principals/ and teachers?
perceptions of principals/ leadership skills and validating
the accuracy of COSA Assessment Center ratings for Assessment
Center participants.

Areas of discussion Included: (1)

Method of Research; (2) Research Design; (3) Research
Questions; (4) Population and Sample Size; (5) Development of
the Instrument; (6) Validation of the Instrument; (7) Data
Collec:ion; and. (8) Data Analysis.
METHOD OF RESEARCH
This was a descriptive study.

It was designed to

determine the differences between principals/ perceptions of
their leadership skil Is and teachers/ perceptions of the same
skills.

Additionally. this study attempted to determine the

criterion-related val idlty of the ratings assigned by the
Confederation of Oregon Schools Administrators (COSA)
Assessment Center by comparing Assessment ratings wIth
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ratings assigned by teachers working with former participants
in the center.
Best (1970) argued that the purpose of a descriptive
study is to interpret what currently exists.

A descriptive

study is designed to examine current relationships, practices
or trends.

Best (1970) pointed out that it is important not

to manipulate any variables or arrange any events in a
descriptive study.

He concluded that a descriptive study has

the potential to make a positive change in factors which
affect the study.
RESEARCH DESIGN
Since 1984, twenty-eight educators who participated in
the COSA Assessment Center, have been promoted to a
principalship.

Part of their Assessment Center experience

involved a numerical rating which predicted the participants/
abilities in each of the twelve skill areas mentioned in
Chapter II. As practicing principals, these individuals have
the opportunity to demonstrate the skills or lack of skil Is
which were predicted by the Assessment Center.

The research

design for this dissertation was a post hoc study focusing on
principals who were promoted to their positions subsequent to
their participation in the Assessment Center.
The literature indicated that teaching staffs can be a
source for evaluating principals' skills (Eric Research
Action Brief 1980).

This study was designed to measure the
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perceptions of teachers who work with the principals, and to
compare their perceptions with those perceptions of their
principals and the Assessment Center.
The search of the I iterature revealed that in 1982, a
study comparing perceptions of teachers, students,
principals, and principal supervisors was conducted at
Michigan State University.

A copy of the Michigan State

Instrument was obtained, and the Michigan State instrument
served as a model for this investigation.
The research was designed to investigate two areas: (1)
the importance of the twelve skills; and, (2) the ratings of
principals in each of the skill areas. Respondents were asked
to rate their responses on Likert-type scales as follows:
Importance
5 =
4 =
3 =
2 =
1=

Vitally Important
Very Important
Important
Moderately Important
Unimportant

Sk ill s
5
4
3
2
1

a

=
=
=
=
=
=

Extremely high
High
Moderate
Lit tIe sk 1 1 I shown
No sk ill shown
No opportunity to
observe (teachers
only)

The target group for this investigation was a group of
twenty-eight principals, who, out of 307 Assessment Center
participants, were promoted to principalships during the four
years the Assessment Center has been operating.

In order to

obtain a representative sampling of teachers from all grade
levels, teachers were chosen from grade level lists, taking
the first name on each grade level list. This ensured that
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approximately the same number of grade levels would be
represented in the teachers/ group.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Five research questions gave direction to this study.
The questions concerned the content of principals/ evaluation
and focused on principals/ and teachers/ perceptions of
general skil Is dealing with principal tasks.

The following

research questions were examined:
(1)

Is there a statistically significant difference between teachers/ actual ratings of
skills importance and principals/ predictions
of how teachers would rate skills?

(2)

Is there a statistically significant difference between teachers/ ratings of
skills importance and principals/ ratings of
skills importance?

(3)

Is there a statistically significant difference between teachers/ ratings of their principals/ skills and the principals/ predictions
of how teachers would rate the skil Is?

(4)

Is there a statistically significant difference

between teachers/ ratings of princi-

pals skills and principals/ self-ratIngs of
the same skills?
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(5)

Is there a statistically significant
difference between COSA ratings of Assessment
Center principals and

teache~s'

ratings of

the same principals' skil Is?
POPULATION
There are currently twenty-eight principals in the state
of Oregon who were assigned to their positions after
completing the Assessment Center.
was surveyed.

Each of these principals

Additionally, one classroom teacher per grade

level in each principal's school was surveyed.

Only

classroom teachers were selected because many schools in the
survey did not have comparable specialists.

Teachers' names

were selected, taking the first teacher on grade level lists.
This method was used to ensure that all grade levels were
satisfactorily represented since, in some cases, only one
teacher taught a given grade level. The total number of
teachers surveyed was one hundred eighty-nine teachers.
Thirteen districts are represented in the study with a
total population of approximately 10,200 students and 512
teachers. Districts ranged in size from 50,000 students to
500 students.

Most geographical parts of the state of Oregon

are represented including the Portland metropolitan area,
Willamette Valley, Southern Oregon, Oregon Coast and Central
Oregon. The distribution of participating districts is as
follows:
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TABLE I
PARTICIPATING DISTRICTS
Type of District

n

Metropolitan/City

4

14%

Suburb

7

25%

Medium City (20-50k)

11

40%

Rural

6

21%

Total N

28

100%

Percent of Schools in Study

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT
A questionnaire was developed based on the twelve
leadership skills used in the NASSP and COSA Assessment
Center Model.

This study is modeled after a national

validation study done at Michigan State University in 1982
and uses a similar format. The Michigan State study attempted
to correlate twelve Assessment Center leadership skills with
specific behaviors which fall under nine dimensions.
dimensions are (Schmitt 1982. p. 36):
(1) Curriculum and Instructional Leadership
(2) Student Activities
(3) Support Services
(4) Staff Selection. Evaluation and Development
(5) Community Relations
(6) Coordination with District and Other Schools

These
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(7)

Fiscal Management

(8) School Plant Maintenance
(9) Communication
One of the purposes of the Michigan State Study was to
determine whether the assessment center ratings actually
measured a candidate/s job performance potential using the
above leadership dimensions as correlates to the assessment
center skills. The behaviorally-anchored ratings were chosen
based on data gathered from a survey used at schools in
Fairfax County, Virginia, and from task inventories of
various principals in the pilot project.
The Michigan State study focused on seven districts and
167 individuals who were either promoted after the assessment
center participation or who were already in an administrative
role.

Ratings were collected on work dimensions from the

individuals themselves, their immediate supervisor, two
teachers in their building, two support staff in their
building and four students.
Correlations between teacher ratings of performance and
assessment center ratings were somewhat difficult to
understand since the research was done comparing similar, but
not exact skills in the Michigan State study.

For this

reason, the COSA study focuses on the comparisons among only
the leadership skil Is defined by the Assessment Center.

In

order to give a similar understanding to each respondent, and
to make the questionnaire as unambiguous as possible,
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definitions and examples of skills were included in the
instrument.
This study attempted to follow the format and design of
the Michigan State study because the val idity and reliability
of the instrument had been established <Schmitt 1982). The
Michigan State study was designed with fifteen questions each
relating to one of the nine dImensIons of principal
leadershIp. It was assumed that the number of items supported
face validity to the instrument.

Respondents in the Michigan

State Study were asked read definitions of each behavior;
read examples of typical high, average, and low behavior, and
rate principals; behavior accordingly.
The first part of this investigator;s instrument
measured respondents; perceptIons of the importance of each
skil I based on a five point LIkert-type scale (5= VItally
Important, 1= Unimportant). The second part of the instrument
measured respondents; perceptions of principals; actual
skil Is.

Principals rated themselves and teachers rated their

own principals.

PrinCipals were also asked to rate their

perceptions of what they thought teachers in their buildings
would indicate in the areas of importance of skills and
perceptions of their actual skIlls. Teachers rated
twenty-four items (twelve for importance and twelve for
actual skIlls).

PrIp.~lpals

rated forty-eight items because

they also rated theIr own perceptIon of teachers; opInIons
for each item.

A five point Likert-type scale was used to
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measure the respondents ' perceptions about the degree of
ski I I a principal demonstrates (5= extremely high degree of
skill, 1= No skil I demonstrated, 0= No opportunity to observe
skill),

A five point scale was chosen in order that

comparisons could be made with the Assessment Center rating
which rated principals from 5 (Outstanding) to 1
(Unsatisfactory). An example of a typical rating might
include rating of Problem Analysis as a very important skil I
(5); and a principal/s particular skill in problem analysis
as moderately demonstrated (3).

This research instrument is

included as Appendix A.
Direction of the scale items was not alternated.

Due to

the format of the design, the complexity of the examples, and
following the Michigan state model, it was decided that
respondents could best understand the items if they fol lowed
a consistent pattern.
Respondents were asked to supply minimum demographic and
personal data including size of school, present position,
number of years experience and gender.

Responses were kept

strictly confidential. Information was reported by category
of respondents rather than by name or place.

Interpretation

of all data was based on codes provided COSA.
VALIDATION OF THE INSTRUMENT
It was important to establish construct and

content

validity of the instrument before the questionnaires were
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administered.

An initial draft of the instrument was

reviewed by a panel of four experts that consisted of two
professors from Portland State University, the Director of
the COSA Assessment Center and the Director of Planning and
Program Evaluation for the Beaverton, Oregon. School
District.

After making revisions based on suggestions from

the above group, the instrument was field tested with three
principals and twenty-eight teachers.

Based on suggestions

from the principals and teachers group, the following
revisions were made: (1) Specific examples were added to the
instrument for clarity; (2) instruments were color coded to
separate groups; (3) wording was changed to clarify meanings;
and, (4) the instruments were printed back to back in an
attempt to make them less cumbersome.
Reliability was determined by asklng the field-test group
to respond to questions regarding interpretations of items
and scale of the instrument. When asked questions such as,
"What number signifies a very important skill?", or "What do
you think the instrument is measuring?", the field-test group
responded with similar responses, and reliabil ity was
assumed.
DATA COLLECTION
A list of all Oregon Assessment Center participants was
provlded by COSA.

Twenty-eight principals were identified as

having been promoted to a full-time principalship after
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participation in the Assessment Center.

School Districts

provided names of teachers whose names appeared first on
grade level lists.

One teacher per grade level was selected.

Principals were phoned and the purpose of the survey was
explained.

Additionally, superintendents in each district

were sent letters of explanation and copies of the survey
instruments.
The first letters and accompanying surveys were sent to
twenty-eight principals

and 189 teachers in Oregon.

A total

of 134 responses (62%) was received within two weeks of the
initial survey.

A second letter was sent out with a

duplicate survey to those individuals who did not return the
initial survey.

Forty-two more

responE~S

resulted from the second mailIng.

(81% total)

Final responses were

received from al I twenty-eight principals (100%)
teachers (80%).

and 148

Correspondence relating to data collection

appears in AppendIx

B.
DATA ANALYSIS

The questionnaire data were coded for computer analysis.
Data were reported in terms of means and standard deviations.
The data were analyzed through the use of descriptive
procedures described in the literature (Best 1970; Huck et.
al., 1974).

A comparative analysis of means and dIfferences

was made as they related to the research questions and the
principals/ and teachers/ responses to the instrument.
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The nul I hypotheses were tested with a multivariate
analysis of variance CMANOVA) model to examine the existence
of differences between variables. The MANOVA col lapsed al I
information, and using Hotel I ing/s T

2

test, a measure of the

presence of a group effect was determined CHuck, et.al.,
1974).

The level of significance for the overal I group effect
was set at .05.

However, since there was possible danger of

false significance of the results of the Hotel ling/s T2 test,
the .01 level of significance, rather than the .05, was
chosen for analysis of variance within each sub-group (e.g.,
Teachers ' Ratings of Importance, Principals! Ratings of
Importance of Problem Solving Skills).
All data were entered by hand in a Compaque Desk-Pro
computer system and were analyzed by the computer program
"Statistics Package tor the Social Sciences"

(S.P.S.S.).

A

discussion of the analysis and results fo1 lows in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter reported the results of the comparative
analysis applied to the questions generated from this study.
The information utilized in the analysis was derived from the
data.

Results of the study were stated in terms of teachers '

and prIncipals ' responses to twelve skil I areas listed in the
instrument and ratings assigned to principals by the COSA
Assessment Center.

Data were organized according to the

research questions listed in Chapter III.
DESCRIPTIONS OF RESPONDENTS
The participants surveyed for this study consisted of
217 Oregon publ ic school principals and teachers.

The

selected principals were individual participants in the COSA
Assessment Center who were promoted to

principalships after

their participation in the Assessment Center.

Each of the

principals was rated by the Assessment Center in the twelve
areas of principal skills.

Teachers selected included one

teacher from each grade level in each of the participant
principal/s buildings.
the subjects.

Instruments were mailed to each of

Usable responses were returned by eighty

percent (176) of those surveyed.
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TABLE II
NUMBER, GENDER, AND RESPONSE PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS SURVEYED

Respondent
Gr-oup

NumberSur-veyed

Male Pr-incipals
Female Pr-incipals
Total Pr-incipals

NumberResponding

Per-cent of Gr-oup
Responding

8
20
28

8
20
28

100%
100%
100%

Male Teacher-s
Female Teacher-s
Total Teacher-s

29
160
189

16
132
148

55%
82%
78%

Total

217

176

80%

SKILLS IMPORTANCE: TEACHERS' RATINGS AND PRINCIPALS'
PREDICTIONS OF TEACHERS' RATINGS
This section addr-esses the r-esear-ch question,

"Is ther-e

a statistically significant differ-ence between teacher-s'
actual r-atings of skills impor-tance and pr-incipals'
pr-edictions of how teacher-s would r-ate the skills?"

Teacher-s

wer-e asked to r-ate impor-tance of twelve skil Is deter-mined by
the Assessment Center- Model.

PLincipals weLe asked to r-ate

how they believed teacher-s would Late the skil Is impor-tance.
The fol lowing scale was used fOL pr-incipals and
teacheLs:
5

= A vitally impoLtant skill

4

= A veLY impoLtant skill

3

=

An impoLtant skil I

2

=

A modeLately impoLtant skil I
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1

= An unimportant skill

Data showing teachers/ perceptions of ski 1 Is importance
and principals/ predictions of how they believed teachers in
their buildings would rate skil Is are shown in TABLE III (see
p. 97).

In the overal I rating, comparing all twelve ski II areas,
the two-sample T2 statistic had the value of .33; the
associated F was 4.56, with degrees of freedom 12 and 163.
The significance of F was .000.

Under the hypothesis of

equal mean vectors (i.e., a series of two means one for each
dependent variable), the probability of exceeding such an F
value would be less than .05, and

the nul I hypothesis should

be rejected at the conventional five percent level (Morrison
1967).

In follow-up univariate tests, at the .01 level of

significance, there was a significant difference between
teachers/ perceptions and principals/ opinions of how
principals thought teachers would rate the skills in eight
out of twelve skill areas.

Principals/ opinions of teachers/

ratings were lower than teachers/ ratings in all twelve areas
of importance.

Principals/ perceptions of teachers/ ratings

were significantly lower than the actual teachers/ ratings in
the following areas: Problelu Analysis, Judgment, Leadership,
Stress Tolerance, Oral Communication, Written Communication,
Range of Interest, and Educational Values.
Areas of closest agreement between principals/ opinions
of teachers/ ratings and actual teachers/ ratings were

q~

, (

TABLE III
SKILLS IMPORTANCE: COMPARISON OF TEACHSRS' RATINGS AND
PRINCIPALS' PREDICTIONS OF TEACHERS' RATINGS

Teachers' Rating
Sk i II

N

Principals' Prediction of
Teachers' Rat 1ng
M

SD

N

M

SD

Dif.

F Sig.

Problem
Analylsis

148

4.34 .771

28 3.79 .833 .56

.001*

Judgment

148

4.70 .567

28 4.37 .780 .33

.007*

Organizational 148
Abi lit y

4.50 .724

28 4.39 .685 . 11

.498

Decisiveness

148

4.37 .810

28 4.14 .848 .23

.176

Leadership

148

4.66 .556

28 4.29 .854 .37

.004*

Sensitivity

148

4.86 .387

28 4.79 .418 .07

,371

Stress
Tolerance

148

4.41 .627

28 3.82 .723 .59

.000*

Oral
Communication

148

4.30 .744

28 3.89 .685 .41

.007*

Wr i tten
Communication

148

4.16 .771

28 3.54 .693 .62

.000*

Range of
Interest

148

3.35 .856

28 2.7!:i .752 .60

.001*

Personal
Motivation

148

3.54 .914

28 3.32 .819 .22

.239

Educational
Values

148

4.41 .698

28 3.64 .911 .77

.000*

*

p

< .01
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Organizational Ability and Sensitivity.

Areas of greatest

difference were Educational Values, Written Communication,
and Stress Tolerance.
The data represented in TABLE III reflected sUbstantial
differences between teachers/ actual ratings of leadership
skil Is and principals/ opinions of how teachers would rate
those skil Is.

One might conclude that these principals do

not accurately know their teachers/ opinions regarding the
importance of some principal skills.

It is noteworthy that

principals believed teachers would rate the importance of
skills lower than the teachers actually rated them.

In

reality, teachers/ ratings of these skills were very similar
to principals/ actual ratings of importance (TABLE IV).
SKILLS IMPORTANCE: TEACHERS/ RATINGS AND
PRINCIPALS/ RATINGS
This section addresses the research question, "Is there
a statistically significant difference between teachers/
ratings of skills importance and principals/ ratings of
skills importance?"

TABLE IV (see p. 99) compared teachers'

actual ratings of importance of skil Is with principals/
actual ratings of importance.

The same scale of importance

was used as in TABLE III.
In the overal I rating, comparing al I twelve skill areas,
the two-sample T2 statistic had the value .17; the
associated F was 2.37, with degrees of freedom 12 and 163.
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TABLE IV
SKILLS IMPORTANCE: A COMPARISON OF TEACHERS'
RATINGS AND PRINCIPALS' RATINGS

Principals

Teachers
Sk ill

N

I! M

I 4.34

SD

N

.771

Di £. F S1g.

M

SD

28

4.62

.56

-.28 .068
-.09 .391

I

Problem
Analysis

148

Judgment

148

4.70 .567

28

4.79

.49

Organizational
Ability

148

4.50 .724

28

4.69

.471 - .19 .162

Decisiveness

148

4.37 .810

28

4.28

.841

Leadership

148

4.66 .556

28

4.79

.412 -.13 .207

SensItIvIty

148

4.86 .387

28

4.76

.511

Stress
Tolerance

148

4.41 .627

28

4.56

.572 - .15 .268

Oral
Communication

148

4.30 .744

28

4.35

.721 -.05 .787

WrItten
Communication

148

4.16 .771

28

4.24

.68

Range of
Interest

148

3.35 .856

28

3.52

.738 -.17 .331

Pe't'sonal
Motivation

148

3.54 .914

28

4.14

.743 - .60 .001*

Educational
Values

148

4.41 .698

28

4.31

.806

.09 .564

.10 .233

.578

-.0

.10 .515
1

i

:

I

*

p<.01
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The significance of F was .008.

Under the hypothesis of

equal mean vectors, the probability of exceeding such an F
value would be less than .05, and the null hypothesis should
be rejected at the conventional five percent level (Morrison,
1967).
In fol low-up univeriate tests, at the .01 level of
significance, there was only significant difference in one
area--Personal Motivation-- where principals rated the
importance of personal motivation significantly higher than
did

teachers.

Principals rated nine out of the twelve areas

higher in importance than did the teachers.

Areas rated

lower in importance by principals were Decisiveness,
Sensitivity, and Educational Values.
A strong similarity existed between principals/ and
teachers/ perceptions of the importance of leadership skills.
With one exception, both groups rated skills in the same
category consistently. This was not surprising, because the
skills selected were judged important enough by NASSP to
categorize and focus in the Assessment Center Model.

The

skills list was obtained from acting principals in the field
who listed skills they felt were important in their jobs
(Jeswald, 1977).
The fact that Personal Motivation stood out as the
single significant difference could be attributed to
principals/ stronger feelings about their personal
motivation.

Al 1 principals were new to the Job within a
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three

~ear

time span, and it is likely that they perceived

thzir own personal motivation as very high which could, in
turn, have affected their perceptions of the importance of
Personal Motivation.
SKILLS RATINGS: TEACHERS/ RATINGS OF PRINCIPALS/ SKILLS AND
PRINCIPALS/ PREDICTIONS OF TEACHERS/ RATINGS
This section addresses the research question, Ills there
a statistically significant difference between teachers/
ratings of their principals/ skil Is and the principals/
predictions of how teachers would rate their skills?"
Teachers were asked to rate their perceptions of their own
principals/ skil Is using the twelve Assessment Center skills.
Principals were asked to rate their perceptions of how they
believed teachers in their buildings would rate th£:4

~Kills.

The fol lowing scale was used for teachers:
5

= Principal

4

= Principal

demonstrates a high degree of

= Principal

demonstrates a moderate amount of

demonstrates an extremely high
degree of sk i I I .
sk ill.

3

sk i I I .

2

= Principal demonstrates little skil I.

1

= Principal demonstrates no skill.

a = No

opportunity to observe skill.

Principals were given the same scale as teachers.
However, the last category, "No opportunity to

obse~ve

skill," was omitted from the principals/ instrument.
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Data showing teachers/ perceptions and principals/
predictions of how they thought teachers would rate their
skil 1s are shown in TABLE V (See p.103).
In the overal I rating, comparing all twelve skil I areas,
the two sample T2
associated F

~as

statistic had the value of .19; the

2.37, with degrees of freedom at 12 and 163.

The significance of F was .151.

Under the hypothesis of

equal mean vectors, the probability of exceeding such an F
value would be less than .05, and the nul I hypothesis should
be accepted at the conventional five percent level (Morrison
1967).
In fol low-up univariate tests, at the .01 level of
significance, there were no significant differences between
teachers/ opinions of their principals/ skills and the
principals/ predictions about teachers/ ratings.

The

greatest difference (though not statistically significant)
was in the

aL~a

of Organizational Ability where teachers

rated principals higher than principals thought they WOUld.
In nine out of twelve cases, teachers rated principals lower
than the principals believed they would rate them.
Teachers and principals were generally in close agreement
between teacher ratings of principals and principals/
predictions of the teacher ratings.

It is a tribute to the

principals that al I ratings were in the high moderate to high
skilled area.

The highest rating by the teachers/ group was

in Organizational Ability.

The highest category in the
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TABLE V
SKILLS RATINGS: A COMPARISON OF TEACHERS' RATINGS OF
PRINCIPALS' SKILLS AND PRINCIPALS'
PREDICTIONS OF TEACHERS' RATINGS

Teachers
Sk ill

Principals' Perceptions

N

M

Problem
Analysis

148

3.65

1.063

Judgment

148

3.71

Organizational
AbIlIty

148

Decisiveness

SD

N

M

SD

28

3.82

.548

- .17

.422

1.142

28

3.79

.686

-.08

.736

4.18

.871

28

3.82

.723

.36

.043

148

3.78

1.046

28

3.86

.756

-.08

.684

Leadership

148

3.82

.969

28

3.96

.693

- .14

.456

SensItivity

148

3.81

1.089

28

4.07

.716

-.26

.219

Stress
Tolerance

148

3.95

1.120

28

4.07

.663

- .12

.585

Oral
Communication

148

4.17

.782

28

4.00

.816

.17

.310

WrItten
Communication

148

3.99

1.187

28

4.00

.720

-.01

.9.76

Range of
Interest

148

3.19

1.696

28

3.56

1.034

-.3

.248

Personal
Motivation

148

4.11

1.125

28

4.14

.651

-.03

.888

Educational
Values

148

4.03

1.070

28

3.89

.832

.14

.509

Di f. F Sig.
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principals/ prediction group was Personal Motivation, which
is similar to their prediction rating of Personal Motivation
Importance in TABLE III.
SKILLS RATINGS: PRINCIPALS/ SELF-RATINGS
AND TEACHERS/ RATINGS
This section addresses the research question,

"ls

there a statistically significant difference between
teachers/ ratings of principals/ skills and the principals/
self-ratings of their skills?"

TABLE VI (see p. 105)

compares principals/ ratings of their own skil Is with
teachers/ perceptions of the principals/ skil Is.

The same

scale was used as in TABLE V.
In the overall rating, comparing all twelve skill areas,
the two-sample T 2 statistic had the value of .16; the
associated F was 2.16, with degrees of freedom 12 and 163.
The significance of F was .016.

Under the hypothesis of

equal mean vectors, the probability of exceeding such an F
value would be less than .05, and the null hypothesis should
be

~ejected

at the conventional five percent level (Morrison

1967).

In fol low-up univariate tests, at the .01 level of
significance, there was one significant difference between
teacher ratings and

principal ratings. In the area of

Sensitivity, teachers rated principals significantly lower
than the principals rated their own skills in that area. In
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TABLE VI
SKILLS RATINGS:
A COMP~RISON OF TEACHERS' RATINGS
AND PRINCIPALS' SELF-RATINGS

Teachers
Sk i I I

Principals
N

M

Problem
Analysis

148

3.65

Judgment

148

Organizational
Ab iIi t y

SD

N

M

SD

1.063

28

4.07

.539

-.42 .045

3.71

1.142

28

4.04

.508

-.33 .142

148

4.18

.871

28

4.1

.612

.08 .997

Decisiveness

148

3.78

1.046

28

4.21

.738

-.43 .034

Leadership

148

3.82

.969

28

4.21

.568

-.39 .039

Sensitivity

148

3.81

1.088

28

4.39

.685

-.58 .007

Stress
Tolerance

148

3.95

1.120

28

4.14

.591

- .19 .381

Oral
Communication

148

4.17

.782

28

4.14

.705

1
.03 .887

Written
Communication

148

3.99 1.187

28

4.04

.744

-.05 .855

Range of
Interest

148

3.19 1.696

28

3.86 1.044

.67 .045

Personal
Motivation

148

4.11 1.125

28

4.54

.637

Educational
Values

148

4.03 1.070

28

4.04

.693

*

Significance p< .01

Di f. F Sig.

-.43 .054
.01

.995

*
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nine out of the twelve areas, principals rated their skil Is
higher than did the teachers.
Out of the twelve skill areas, principals rated
themselves in .the high category eleven times. The area where
principals felt least skilled was Range of Interest.
Principals, again, scored themselves highest in the area of
Personal Motivation.
Teachers rated principals in the moderate to high
moderate category in eight out of twelve skills. Teachers'
highest rating was in Oral Communication (mean

= 4.16) and

their lowest rating was in the area of Range of Interest
(mean

= 3.19).
With the exception of a significant difference in

Sensitivity skills, teachers and principals generally agreed
regarding their perceptions of principals' leadership skills.
Teachers' difference in this rating area may have reflected
teachers' dissatisfaction with principals' approach to
stressful situations at the time the instruments were filled
out. After the instruments were returned, teachers in two of
the responding districts went on strike and a third district
in the survey announced massive lay-offs for the coming
school year.
Not withstanding the significant difference in
Sensitivity skil Is, this portion of the study generally
reflected a similar understanding of principals' skil Is by
both principals and teachers. This may be attributed to (1)
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the close proximity within which elemellLary personnel work;
(2) open

com~unication

between principals and their staffs;

(3) a willingness of principals to share their strengths and
their weaknesses; or, (4) a combination of the above.
SKILLS RATINGS: ASSESSMENT CENTER RATINGS
AND TEACHERS/ RATINGS
This section addresses the research question, "Is there
a statistically significant difference between the COSA
AsseGsment Center ratings of Assessment Center principals and
teachers/ ratings of the same principals/ skills?"

TABLE VII

(see p. 108) displays ratings assigned to principals when
they participated in the COSA Assessment Center in comparison
to teachers/ ratings of the same principals.

COSA ratings

were assigned before the participants became principals.

The

COSA ratings were designed to predict the participants/
skills in each of the twelve areas. The COSA rating scale is
as follows:
5

= Performance level of an outstanding
administrator

6

= Performance level of an above average
administrator

3

= Performance level of an average
administrator

2

= Performance level of a below average
administrator

1

= Performance level

oi '"' peor administrator
:>
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TABLE VII
SKILLS RATINGS: A COMPARISON BETWEEN TEACHERS'
RATINGS AND COSA ASSESSMENT CENTER
RATINGS OF PRINCIPALS

Teachers' Ratings
Skill

N

M

SD

Problem
Analysis

148

3.65

Judgment

148

Assessmeil: Center Ratings
N

M

1.063

28

3.65

.499

0

3.71

1.142

28

3.56

.551

.15

.494

Organizational 148
Ab 11 1t y

4.18

.871

28

3.80

.531

.38

.024

Decisiveness

148

3.78

1.046

28

4.26

.449

-.48

.014

Leadership

148

3.82

.969

28

4.08

.597

-.26

.167

Sensi ti v i ty

148

3.81

1.088

28

3.78

.451

.03

.741

Stress
Tolerance

148

3.95

1.120

28

3.79

.488

.16

.444

Oral
Communication

148

4.17

.78~

r 28

-'!.32

.573

- .15

.312

Written
Communication

148

3.99

1.187

28

3.92

.648

.07

.740

Range of
Interest

148

3.19

1.700

28

3.70

.720

-.51

.112

Personal
Motivation

148

4.11

1.125

28

4.29

.488

- .18

.392

Educational
Values

148

4.03

1.070

28

3.78

.473

.25

.218

SD

Di f. F S1g.
1.00
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The scale for teachers was the same scale as in TABLES V AND
VI (rating perceptions of ski lIs from "Highly Ski lIed" to
"Sk i II Not Observed"). An at L::pt was made to match the COSA
sCules and the teacher scales by citing examples from NASSP
Assessment Center Handbook in the instrument.

Examples of

high skills (4.0-4.99), were taken from NASSP examples of
skil Is rated as above average (4.0-4.99); examples of
moderate skil Is (3.0-3.99) were taken from skil Is rated as
average (3.0-3.99), etc.
In the overal I rating, comparing al I twelve skill
areas, the two-sample T2 statistic had the value of .21; the
associated F was 2.91, with degrees of freedom 12 and 163.
The significance of F was .001.

Under the hypothesis of

equal mean vectors, the probablility of exceeding such an F
value would be less than .05, and the nul I hypothesis should
be rejected at the conventional five percent level (Morrison
1967) .
In follow-up univariate tests, at the .01 level of
significance, there were, however, no significant differences
between the teachers/ perceptions of principals skil Is and
the predictive performance of principals by the COSA

.

Assessment Center.
In six out of the twelve skill areas, COSA rated
principals lower than the teacher ratings of principals
(though not significantly). Areas rated lower than the the
teachers/ ratings were:

Judgment, Organizational Abllity,
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Sensitivity, Stress Tolerance, Written Communication, and
Educational Values.
In five out of the twelve skill areas, COSA rated
~rincipals

higher than the teachers l ratings (though not

significantly).
ratings were:

Areas rated higher than the teachersl
Decisiveness, Leadership, Oral Communication,

Range of Interest, and Personal Motivation. In the area of
Problem Analysis, COSA ratings and teacher ratings were
identical.
Out of the twelve skil Is, Assessment ratings of
principals were in the above average area four out of twelve
times. The Assessment Center rated principals highest in the
area of Oral Communication (mean

= 4.32) and lowest in the

area of Judgment (mean = 3.56).

Teachersl ratings and COSA

ratings fell within the same range eight out of twelve
times) .
Data taken from the COSA ratings and Teacher ratings
favorably compared with the early validation studies done for
Assessment Centers, nationally (Schmitt 1982).

The fact that

there are no significant differences in teachers l perceptions
and those predictions strongly indicates that COSA
predictions are accurate--at least from the perspective of
the teachers who work with principals.
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COMPARISONS OF RJ\TINGS BY SKILL AREA
TABLE VIII displays data comparing ratings in each skil I
area for Importance.

Ratings are organized from highest to

lowest in the fol lowing categories:
PPI

= Principals/ Perception of Teachers Ratings
for Importance of Skills

PI

= Principals/ Actual Ratings for Importance
of Skills

TI

=

Teachers/ Actual Ratings for Importance of
Sk i I Is
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE RATINGS BY SKILLS
Rat i ngs Comparison

Skill
Problem Analysis
Judgment
Organizational Ab.
Decisiveness
Leadership
Sensitivity
Stress Tolerance
Oral Commun.
Written Commun.
Range of Inter.
Personal Motiv.
Educational Values

PI
PI
TI
PI
PI
TI
PI
PI
PI
PI
PI
TI

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

TI
TI
PI
TI
TI
PPI
TI
TI
TI
TI
TI
PI

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

PPI *
PPI
PPI
PPI
PPI
PI
PPI
PPI
PPI
PPI
PPI
PPI

*Read: Principals rated the importance of problem analysis
higher than teachers, who rated the importance of problem
analysis higher than principals believed they would.
The data indicated that with one exception, Principals/
Perceptions of Teachers/ Skills Rating
each of the skill areas.

was the lowest in

With three exceptions, principals/

placed a higher importance on skil Is than did teachers.

One
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might conclude from this information that principals in this
study, generally believed that the NASSP/COSA skil Is are more
important than teachers believed, and that principals do not
have an accurate perception of how teachers view the
importance of these

skills.

TABLE IX displays data comparing teachers! perceptions
of principals! skil Is and COSA predictions of those same
skills.

Ratings were taken in the following categories:

COSA

= COSA

PS

= Principals!

PPS

= Principals! Perceptions of Teachers!

Assessment Center Ratings of Skills
Self-Ratings of Skil Is

Sk i II s Rat i ngs
TS

= Teachers l

Ratings of Principals l Skills
TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF SKILLS RATINGS
Sk i 11
Problem Analysis
Judgment
Organizational Ab.
DecisIveness
Leadership
SensitIvity
~tress Tolerance
Oral Commun.
Written Commun.
Range of Interest
Personal Motiv.
Educational Values

Ratings Comparison
PS
PS
PS
COSA
PS
PS
PS
COSA
PS
PS
PS
PS

>
)

=

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

PPS
PPS
TS
PS
COSA
PPS
PPS
TS
PPS
COSA
COSA
TS

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

TS
TS
PPS
PPS
PPS
TS
TS
PS
TS
PPS
PPS
PPS

= COSA
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

COSA
COSA
TS
TS
COSA
COSA
PPS
COSA
TS
TS
COSA

*

*Read: Principals rated their ski 1 Is hIgher than they
believed teachers would rate them. Teachers rated principals
lower than princIpals thought they would. The teachersl
ratings were the same as the rating assigned by COSA.
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The data indicated that in seven out of twelve cases,
COSA ratings were somewhat lower than ratings by the
principals, teachers, or principals/ perceptions of teachers/
ratings. Principals generally gave themselves higher ratings
than the other three classifications, though not
signIficantly.

It may be concluded that principals

perceptions of their own skills are generally higher (though
not significantly) than COSA ratings, teacher ratings, or
principal perceptions of teacher ratings.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In summary, it may be concluded that there is a
significant difference between perceptions of principals and
teachers as fol lows:
1.

Principals believe that teachers rate
the importance of Problem Analysis lower than
than teachers actually rate the skill/s
importance.

2.

Principals believe that teachers rate the
importance of Judgment lower than the teachers
actually rate the skill/s importance.

3.

Principals believe that teachers rate the
importance of Leadership lower than teachers
actually rate the skill/s importance.

4.

Principals bel ieve that teachers rate the
importance of Stress Tolerance lower than the
teachers actually rate the skill/s importance.

6.

Principals believe that teachers rate the
importance of Oral Communication lower than the
teachers actually rate the skill/s importance.

6.

Principals believe that teachers rate the
importance of Written Communication lower than
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teachers actually rate the skil l/s importance.
7.

Principals believe that teachers rate the
importance of Range of Interest lower than the
teachers actually rate the skil l/s importance.

8.

Principals believe that teachers rate the
importance of Educational Values
lowe~ than the teachers actually rate the
skil l/s importance.

9.

Principals believe that Personal Motivation is
of greater importance than teachers believe it
it tQ be.

10.

Principals rate their own skills in Sensitivity
sIgnificantly higher than do teachers.

The summary above includes all of the signIficant
differences between principals/ perceptions and teachers/
perceptions as they relate to the twelve leadership skil Is
defined by COSA and the NASSP.

The following chapter will

include a discussion of conclusions and implications from
this study.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter contains a summary of the research study
which dealt with principals' and teachers' perceptions of
principals' leadership skills related to the COSA/NASSP
Assessment Center model. The fol lowing sections wi 11 be
covered in this chapter:

(1)

SummULY and Conclusions; (2)

Limitations of the Study; and, (3) Recommendations for
Further Study.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purposes of this study were to measure principals'
and teachers' perceptions which relate to the skil Is of the
principalship, and to assess the validity of the COSA/NASSP
Assessment Center rating by comparing teachers' perceptions
of principals' skills with predictions of principals' skills
made at the Assessment Center.

The investigator sought to

answer the fol lowing questions:
1.

Is there a statistically significant difference between teachers' actual ratings
of skil Is importance and principals' predictions of how teachers would rate skil Is?

2.

Is there a statistically significant difference between teachers' ratings of skil Is
importance and principals' ratings of skills
importance?
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3.

Is there a statistically significant difference between teachers' ratings of their
principals' skil Is and the principals'
predictions of how teachers would rate the
ski I Is?

4.

Is there a statistically significant difference between teachers' ratings of principals/ skills and the principals' self-ratings
of the ski I Is?

5.

Is there a
difference
Assessment
ratings of

statistically significant
between the COSA ratings of
Center principals and teachers'
the same principals?

The findings of this study suggest there is a general
agreement between principals and teachers regarding
principals' leadership skil Is, when examining individual
skills.

Additionally, the predictions made regarding

principals' skills by the COSA Assessment Center accurately
reflected teachers' perceptions of the same principals'
skills in the field.
Areas of strong agreement were discovered between
teachers~

ratings of principals' actual skil Is and

principals' predictions of the teachers' ratings. Those areas
were Judgment, Decisiveness, Stress Tolerance, Written
Communication, Personal Motivation

and Educational Values.

Areas of strong agreement were also discovered among
principals' self-ratings and teachers' ratings. Those areas
were Organizational Ability, Oral Communication, Written
Communication, and Educational Values.
The comparison of

teachers~

ratings and COSA Assessment

Center ratings produced fewer strong agreements than either
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principals? predictions, or principals' self-ratings.
However, in the area of Problem Analysis, teachers' ratings
and the COSA ratings were identical.

Strong agreement also

was found in the area of Written Communication.
Most areas of agreement related to the rating and
prediction of principals' skil Is rather than to the rating
and prediction of the importance of those skil Is.

There were

no strong agreements in the area of principals' predictions
and teachers' ratings of skil Is importance. The comparison of
principals' actual importance ratings and teachers' importance
ratings did indicate a strong agreement in the areas of
Decissiveness, Written Communication, and Educational Values.
The fact that principals in this study were relatively
"new" (first, second, or third year) principals could have a
bearing on the strong agreement between teachers and
principals.

There is a possibility that teachers did not

fully recognize their principals' skills, and gave the
principals high scores, assuming they were strong in the
given areas. This might be particularly true with first year
principals, who represented nearly half of the principal
respondents.
Even though the study indicates a pattern of agreement,
areas of disagreement might be considered important in an
effort to maintain smooth-working relationships within a
school.

Categories of sharpest disagreement between

principals and teachers were in the area of Skil Is
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Importance.

Strong disagreement was found in principals'

predictions of teachers' ratings in Problem Analysis,
Leadership, Written Communication, Range of Interest and
Educational Values.

Additionally, there was substantial

disRgreement between teachers and principals over the
importance of personal motivation as a leadership attribute.
It is significant that principals generally believed
teachers would rate the importance of leadership skil Is lower
than teachers actually rated the skil Is importance.
Principals could have misjudged teachers/ views for many
reasons.

One explanation might be that principals did not

give teachers credit for fully understanding the numerous
dimensions of principals/ jobs, when in fact, teachers '
ratings of performance

~ere

not significantly different than

the COSA ratings done by trained experts in their field.
Another explanation might be a belief on the part of
principals that teachers

g~nerally

do not care about

principals ' responsibil ities and hence, would rate them
lower.
It is highly unl ikely that teachers and principals wi: I
have the same perceptions in al I areas of principal
leadership skil Is.

Differences of opinions can be positive

and stimulate growth.

It is important that, even though they

may not agree, principals and teachers engage in on-going
dialogue regarding the principals/ skil Is in an effort to
encourage a dynamic and creative school setting.
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The consequences of principals and teachers
misunderstanding each other can be negatiave if there is no
discussion between the parties. However, with a wil I ingness
to provide open communication, principals can work much more
effectively with teachers if they have knowledge of teachers'
belief systems.

Also, teachers who have an understanding of

their principals? belief systems, might strive to support
their principals in areas which principals feel are
important.

There is also increased opportunity for dialogue

as each group seeks to understand the other?s perceptions.
The value which teachers place on their perceptions
depends on the manner in which the perceptions are handled by
their principals.

If teachers feel threatened, or coerced,

it is likely that they wil I place I ittle value in the
process.

If, on the other hand, teachers feel an atmosphere

of trust and openness, they will possibly seek to work
constructively with the principal to build a stronger, more
effective school.
A study of teachers? perceptions of principals' skills
is most useful if encouraged by the principal.

The climate

set by the principal will dictate the practical results and
use of the study.

Principals who demonstrate their desire

for honest, constructive feedback, will receive important
information for their own professional growth and for the
success of the schGol. Principals who solicit subordinate
evaluations wil I probably earn the

respect and cooperation
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of teachers, whereas those principals who use the evaluations
out of an obI igatory response to district policy wi I I
probably gain little useful information.
This study should prove useful to principal supervisors
and to superintendents who are interested in subordinate
evaluation of principals. First, the study indicated that
teachers' perceptions are generally accurate, compared to
both the

p~incipals'

Center ratings.

self-ratings and to the COSA Assessment

Second, the high response rate of teachers

might indicate an interest by teachers to particpate in a
rating of their 9rincipals' skills on some regular basis.
Third, the literature indicates that teachers who participate
in a principal evaluation system, are generally not out to
Ilget their princpal."

Instead, the evaluations are used for

positive feedback as well as constructive criticism.
The most SUrprising aspect of this research was the
close comparison between the COSA Asessment Center
predictions and the teacher precept ions.

Since there were no

significant d\fferences between the COSA Asessment Center
ratings and teacher perceptions of principals' skil Is, it may
be concluded that teachers' perceptions are appropriate
descriptions of principals' skil Is.

Their first-hand

experiences with the principals provide a legitimate position
to evaluate principals' ski 1 Is.
Th~

close teacher-rating and Assessment Center

comparisons provide a strong indication that the Assessment
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process is credible.

If teachers' perceptioDs are

accurate, the Assessment Center is able to correctly predict
individuals' leadership skil Is within only a two or three day
period.

This is obviously valuable to the participants in

the Assessment Center as weI I as to districts which are
interested in hiring the participants.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
A single survey may have limited the reI iability of the
data.

A more reliable but more costly method could have used

two or more surveys at different times in the school year.
Given the scale instrument, some teachers may not have
had sufficient knowledge to adequately assess principals/
skil Is and duties in relation to the principals/ total
responsibilities.
In some instances, the self-reporting format of the
survey may have precluded a totally objective response.
In order to maintain confidentiality, this study did not
attempt to ascertain the reasons for respondents' answers to
questions, nor was there any attempt to verify the accuracy
of the respondents' perceptions.
Finally, the study was limited only to those ful I-time
principals who participated in the COSA Assessment Center and
teachers in those principals/ schools.

The study may not

necessarily reflect the perceptions of all principals and
teachers in Oregon.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Relatively few stuuies pertain to principal evaluation
and even fewer relate to teacher evaluation of principals '
skil Is.

The focus of this study was on a select group of

principals and teachers.

Because larger inferences could not

be drawn from such a select study, a larger, state-wide
survey, might give more credibility to the conclusion that
teachers and principals' perceptions of principals '
leadership ski lIs are highly simi lar.
This study focused on principals who were new in their
positions.

A similar study done with the same principals at

some future date would further validate the findings of this
study or suggest that there were other outcomes possible.
Teachers are only one source of evaluation for
principals' skills.

Since most principals are officially

evaluated by immediate supervisors (Duke, 1987), a comparison
of supervisors' perceptions to principal and teacher
perceptions would be useful. If the study suggested that
supervisors' perceptions are similar to principals ' and/or
teachers / , a strong basis could be made for continuing the
status quo.

If, on the other hand, the study suggested that

supervisors perceptions are markedly different than teachers'
and principals', one might conclude that changes are needed.
Finally, a search of the literature reveals some
apparent dichotomies.

On one hand, the literature states
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that principals need to be evaluated with objective,
measurable data (Anzaldua 1984, Zakrajsek 1979).

On the

other hand, effective schools studies indicate that strong
principal leadership is exemplified by such subjective
actions as providing an orderly climate, providing
instructional leadership, placing emphasis on basic skil Is,
and closely monitoring student progress (Purkey 1983).

One

might conclude that there is no single answer to what makes a
good principal; however, there is an apparent need to
determine how to measure a good principal.
This study has measured a select group/s perceptions
which relate to principal leadership skil Is.

For purposes of

this group, the study concluded that the COSA Assessment
Center provides accurate data, and that teachers' and
principals' perceptions of leadership skills are generally
similar.

From a larger focus, however, numerous questions

remain unanswered.

Does a principals ' tenure affect

teachers ' perceptions of the principals ' leadership skills?
Do principals generally, have inaccurate perceptions
regarding teachers ' ratings for importance?

Do principals'

supervisors have similar perceptions as principals and
teachers?

Is there a correlation between strong principals

and similar perceptions of leadership skills between
principals and teachers? These and other questions form the
basis for further stUdies on principals ' and teachers '
perceptions of principal leadership skills.
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SECTION I

-- PERSONAL INFORMATION
DIRECTIONS

Please check the responses which best describe your current
poition:
1.

Your present position is (check one):
_ _ a.
Elementary teacher
b.
Junior High or Middle School teacher
c.
High School teacher
d.
Other (please specify)

2.

Number of years you have taught (including this year):
a. Three or l~ss
b. Between four and ten
c. More than ten

3.

Gender:
a. Female
b. Male

4.

Number of students in your school (approximate):
_ _ a. Less than 11111il
_ _ b. Between 11il1 and 15111
c. Between 151 and 199
d. Between 21111il and 299
e. Between 31il1il and 399
_ _ f. More than 4!21!21
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SECTION II --

IHPDMT~NCE

OF SKILLS

DIRECTIONS:
The National Association or Secondary School Principals
has defined twelve skill areas which relate to the principalship.
Please rate each area as you perceive its importance to being an
effective principal.
Circle "5" ir you feel the skill is vitally
important; "4",ir you feel the skill is very important;
"3", if you
feel the skill is important; "2", if you feel the skill ia moderatelJ
important, and "1" if you feel the skill is unimportant. Please rea~
each item carefully and consider each skill separately.
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1. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Ability 10 .eelc out relevanl dala and analyze complex
inlormation to determine Ihe important elements 01 a problem'
situalion; searching lor inlormation with a purpose.
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2. JUDGMENT

Ability 10 reach logical conclusions and make high quality
decisions based on available inlormation; skill in identilying
educational needs and selting priorities; ability 10 evaluate
critically 'Written communications.

3. ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY

Ability to plan, schedule and control the work 01 olhers; skill
in USing. resources in an optimal fashion; ability to deal with a
volume 01 paperwork and heavy demands on one', lime.

4. DECISIVENESS

Ability 10 recognize when a decision is required
(disregarding the quality 01 the decision) and to act qUickly.

S. LEADERSHIP

Ability 10 gel olhers involved in solVing problems; ability to
recognize when a group requires direction, to interact with a
group eff~ctively and 10 guide them 10 the accomplishment 01
a lask.

6. SENSITIVITY

Ability 10 perceive Ihe needs, concern. and personal
·problems 01 others; skill in resolvlnq conllic!s; tac! in dealinq
with persons Irom diflerent backgrounds; ability to deal
effectively with people concerning emotional issues; knowing
what informalion to cOlllmunicate and 10 whom.

7. STRESS TOLERANCE

Ability 10 perform under pressure and during opposition;
ability to Ihink on one's leet.

B. ORAL COMMUNICATION

Ability to make a cle!lr oral presentation of facts or ide:,"s.

9. WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

Ability 10 express ideas c:learly in writing; 10 write
appropriately. for differenl audiences - student" leachers,
parents, el al.

54 J 21

10. RANGE OF INTEREST

Competence 10 discuss a variety 01 subjects - educational,
political, currenl event" economic, etc.; desire to actively
participate in event,.

54 J

11. PERSONAL MOTIVATION

Need 10 achieve in all aC£ivities allempted; rvidence that work
is imporlant 10 personal salisfaction; ability to be sellpolicing.

12. EDUCATIONAL VALUES

Possession 01 a well· reasoned educational philosophy;
receptiveness to new ideas and chanoe.

54 J 21

54 J 21
54 J 21
5 4 J 2 1

54 J 2 1

54 J 2 1
54 J 21

2 1

54 J 21
54 J 21
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SECTION III -- SKILLS PERCEPTION
DIRECTIONS
PLEASE CONSIDER YP.UR PRINCIPAL IN
YOUR CURRENT ASSIGNMENT when answering
the questions in the following section.
Read the examples of typical high
behvior and typical low behavior.
Read
each item ca~efully and consider each
skill separately.
Decide whether YOUR PRINCIPAL has
(5) an extremely high degree of skill,
(4) a high degree of skill, (3) a
mode~ate amount of skill, (2) little
skill, or (1) no skill.
If you have not had the opportunity
to o~serve your principal in a
particular skill area, pl~ase circle

"121".
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s-

htrt"~11 i'I~;h

<kg ....

(1)

of .llli

PRODL£H AIIAlTSIS

The .b' 11 11 10 ••• t
out r-rltv.nt dAti and

.n.ly.. cotnpl •• fnfo ..... t'on
to drtennlne the lroortlnt
("lelre"ts o( • probhrn:

surchlng for tntor"l!\ltton

,-

4Hfg" "".....
of ,\I i I

2-

t:>..1Hltl IfOunt

of .1I 11

Lf til. It t11

INo skill

IhQlfn

Ihown

(TTPfC.' HIgh 8thlv'o.)
Corn.httntly f"fcogniltl and
c:orrec:U errors. Secks 111
... l.v.nl fnfolTolt'on b.fo ... Nk'ng
declsfons. Recogn'l ..... l • .,nt
data f ... h.g. qUlntlU .. of
fO""tlon.

0-

"0tc opportu"'ty
II:. III
ob~rNr

(TTPlc.l loo< e.h .. lo.)
Is unable to ncog"he 5nd co .....
"ct """ errors. C.nrtOt dh·

tlnguhh "ltv."t fro_ Irrelevant
tnfor"l'\!t1on. Seeb no tnforNtton
·pdo. to Ntlng dec "Ion ••

'n-

wi th • purpole.

(C'n:l. One)

(2)

JUOG"LHT

Th. oofllt,. 10 .elch loglc.'
conclusions and Nh htgtl
qUlllty decls'ons bas.d Oft
,vafl,bl. Info.",Uon: .klll
f n 'd.nt Ifrl ng .duc.1 I on. I n•• ds
Ind Sfttlng pr'orttlts; Iblllty
to tv.luate crtUc.lly wrtH.L!r1

(Typicil HIgh eehlvl.r)
~dod tilts probl .."
occur.uly. ConststrnUy
Info ..... s~rlo .. reglrdlng
Sfn.I" .. NU .... De ... ,op.
•• und 'oglc.' IrglftnlS to .uppo.t poslUon.
(Cln:l.

cO"""""tcdton

5

2

3

4

5

(Typlc.l Low 8th.. lo.)
JUWC'I to conclusions. ICrrps
Inlo ..... tlon to soH. Ope .. leI by
opinion with IN f.cts.

~,

2

3

4

ORc:AHIZATlDIIAl ABILITY

(3)

The .blllty to plan. schedul.
Ind control thr work of others;
sUll In IIIlng r.,ou.ees ·'n In
optl ... , IUhlon: Ibl lily to
dell with I vol_ of popen"".
Ind hUfY d..... nd. on tin!

o

1

o

1

(Typicil Low 8thlvlor,
Is .01d... o.
OOP... IfS only
on I_dl.le .... d•• Soldom IIIn •
cahndar to Nkr appolnt~nU or
follow through with proJ.cts.

If..,.

(Typlc.' HlgII 8th.,'or)
Con.hltntly punctUlI. IIIhs
phns bued •• I_dill ••• hortI .... nd 10ng.I..... gOils.
K•• p. Ippol nlilltnts. S.ts U ..
lin .. for P'-J.ct cOl'llI.tlo••
(Clrcl. 0",)

5
DECISIVENESS

(4 )

Tho .b. 11 ty to .<cognhe
"hen. d.clslon h requi red (dlu.gordlng the
quollly 01 Ih. d., Is Ion)
ond to ICt quickly.

2

3

4

o

1

(Typlcol Lev 8thnlor)
Is O•• rll ClUUOUS. Seldo",
utes .ny risks. DeIl,S Ic~IonS
.n probl ..... ohlng. C"'os
IrIIlguiou. dlrectl.ns lrequently
... edlng chrl flcotlon •

(Typlcil HlgII Boho.lor'
freqlltntly utu colculild
riskS. IIIttl d.clslon. on
.11 problfls. Chu clur.
consl .. dlrectlo. w,th no
..blgulty.
(CIrcle OM)

5
LEADERSHIP

(5)

Th. obi IIt1 to ~.t oth."
Involv.d I. solvIng proble"'i
.blllty to r.cognlze "hen.
group r<qul res dl "cU •••
to 'ntoroct with. g'oup
e"ecthol, .nd to guld.
Ihe", to the .cco""lIsh...,nt
of I tnk.

5
SEHS11IVITT

(6)

Ability to p..c.h. the
nreds, canerrn' Ind Pfr,anll
p•• bl ..... f .th ••• ; stilI
In ro.olvlng conflicts:
uct I. d.. llng wIth pr .. onl
fro'" dt Iftrtnt b.ctgrounds;
obillty to d .. l ,".ctheI1
"lth propl. conc.rnlng
'ItOttonll h'I.IeSi 1nl')olln9
lith.t InforNttan to co",,"
Nn I cal. 0nd to wh ....

5

2

3

4

(TyplCll HIgh Bohnlo,)
Inltlll.. discussion 0' probI..". Regularly chrl firs
.nd re.ults points f .....
g.-up ...
Tlhs .ctl..,
to reich co.sen.us. AvoIds Irrev.lant discuSS I... Supports
olher ... rII ... who ." .,'octh.l1
l .. dlng group to • solution.
IClrcl. One)

(TypIc.' Low 8thlv'or'
11.1 IS for g"'up to r.cog"ln
proble.... Stldo," sollc'ts I••
put Iroll group. Kakes no effort
10 re.ch c.nsen.", or ruch conclusion
to probl ..". Ofte. g.ts 'nvoh.d In
Irrel • .,nt discussIon to p.obl ••
.01utlon_

Ib....

4

3

o

1

2

o

1

(TypIcal L... B.h.vlor)
S.ldo", Show. re.prct for ....
.f Ih.
9rouP. DfU" InterrUPti; does I'ot
Iht.n. Usuilly do.s not Idd ....
It." .,.:·0 ... by ftl",.

(TypIcal HI!II 8th,,'or'
Shows courtesy .nd respect to
others. Shows tlCt w.th
difficult or .ggressh. group
... lII>e... frequently ",.1
co"",omlses to "'Ch s.lutlonl.

1",..

(Clrcl. On.'

4

3

2

1

o

1)8

5'
r.t ... ...,ly high
""g"o or 'kill

(7)

J.
~deru~

.. rrount

or ,kill

2little ,kill

t,

one's feet.

4

5

ORAL COIHJ!fICATlOH
Ablll ty to Nk.
• elrar 01".1 prel~nt.ltlon
or hcts .nd Ide ...

3

O·
1'10 opportlln'ty
to Qb!oerve sk III

sh()fn

(TypiCiI low Beh •• lor)

(Typl,,1 Hish Behi.lor)
Deoh with opposition In,
clll1 t reuoned ' .. shlon. Trtes to
put opposition .t uu. !:oeps
g.. 1 In .Ind. IIllnt.lns col ..
votce control and ,. sense of
h"""r.
(Circle One)

STRESS TOLERANCE
Ablll
to perro,...
under prusure Ind
durtng opposition.
.blllty to think on

(8 )

4·
HI9'1 dog,...
or ,~Ill

• ·short fuse.Freql.l'ently loses temptr ,nd lo!oes

Dhp1ay~

r.. lly

trock or gooh.

2

Irritated.

o

1

(Typlc,1 law B<hl.lor)
Glib speech. Frequently uses
cliches. SpeUk wi th aut
thinking. Poor sontence structure
.Ind grllrmlr ",age. Poor eye canuet. volume and tone.

(Typlc,1 Hish 8th •• lor)
Shaws canli""nce In spo.klng.
e,I.. I"". . . re con""yed with
dorlty .nd conviction. Speech
Is piCed. USing eHoctlve p.uSIS. to ..
Ind volute.
(Clrcl. One)

5
WRITTEN COIflUflICATION

(9)

4

3

2

(Typical Hish Beh •• lor)

(Typl .. 1 low Soh"lor)

Crumlr. syntu .nd punctunfon Ire

Ability to e.pre,. Ide"
dudy In .. rl ling; to
.. rlto opproprlotely lor
dl Herent .udlencU·-

o

1

Hu freouent g,.."..t.IClI, spelling

gene .. lly co""ct. Writing Is cl .. r
.nd conche. Vlrtn the tone of
the co.....,lcato. to the ,udl.nct.

.nd syn1l1 erron. Urttu either
too lIuch or not rnough. Oftrn
unclur.

students. telchers,
plr'ents. et

.1.

(Circle One)

5
RANGE OF INTEREST

(10)

Campetento to discuss
•• orlety or subjects -edue.tlon.I, polltlcol.
current rwenu. economic,
etc.; desire to I(Uvely
porUclpUe In ..enlS.

5

PERSONAL KlTJVATIOH

(11)

4

3

2

(Typl .. 1 HI91 Behavior)
Inlamllly discusses aut.
,I"" I nteres IS (e. g. current ~yenu. boots. I'IUStc.
1""11.) Hu ~rce"hlp In
civiC ar!l'nlutlons.

(TypiCAl Lo. aehavlor)
ShOWS no known outs I de
I"terest. Shaw, no d.sire
to partlclpue In .ny iCtlVlty
autsl"" 01 school setting.

(Circle Onel

4

3

2

(Typlc.1 Hish Beh •• lar)
Shaw' hlfJI> ""g". or fnl/lusl .. ".
ExellPltfles soH.dlsclpllne (e.g.
napping 00l0l<In9, 10.lng weight,
advantlng .due.llon, ttc.) Enjoys
ca"""tltlon. Seeks challenging
tuks.

Herd to iChle.e In .11
Ictlvltl . . . Ue"'Ptrd:
flit dtnce that. 'Worl h
tPlf'flrt.nt to personil
U to, \ (.cttoni Ibt 1t ty
to be seH·pollclng.

o

1

o

1

(Typl .. 1 law 8tha.lor)
Shaw. nO tnthu,Iu",. HIS
no lOlt.dlsclpline. BiCkS
IlIt,y from any competition and
avoid. challenging u,Ig_nts.

(Clrcl. Ontl

5
(12 )

EOL(ATIOllAl VAlt(S
Possession or .... 11nuoned tduclt f onll
pht lOlophy; rrtrpt t veness

to new tdru Ind ch.nge.

4

3

2

(Typical High 8th •• lor)
Convoys edue.tlan.1 philosophy
on regular bash. Discusses
Instructlon.1 phllo.aphy,
.... n.go..,nt philosophy. and
sthool organilitian. freq .... ntly
lh.rtlo tde.s froll confuencelo Dr
edueatlo.. 1 Joumoh.

1

o

(Typical law Behavior)
SUII dot~ not tnow .. h.t
pr1nc1pal canlotGrrs fmport.nt or unllllfJOrt.nt
Prlnclp.1 dotS not lilt • sUnd on
Iny tnutlo .nd rartly lh.rrs. td~u.

(Circle Ontl

5

4

3

2

1

o
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SECTION I -- PERSONAL INFORMATION
DIRECTIONS

Please check the responses which best describe your current
position:
1.

Your present position is (check one):
a.
b.
c.
d.

Elementary School Principal
Junior High or Middle School Principal
High School Principal
Other (please specify)

2. Number of years you have been a principal
a.
b.
c.
d.

(including this year):

One year or less
Two years
Three years
Four years or more

3. Gender:
a. Female
b. Male

4. Number of students in your school (approximate):
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Less than 11/l1/l
Between 1lil1 and
Between 151 and
Between 21/l1/l and
Between 31/l1/l and
More than 41/l1/l

151'1
199
299
399
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SECTION II -- IMPORTANCE OF SKILLS
OIRECTIONS
The Confederation of Oregon School Administrators Assessment
renter and Nat!onal Association of Secondary School Principals have
defined twelve skill areas which relate to the principalship.
On the
following page, please rate each skill by (1) your perception of its
imr~~tance and (2) by your perception of what teachers in your school
think is important.
Please read each item careFully and consider each
skill separately.
IN THE LEFT COLUMN, MARKEO "PRINCIPAL'S RATING," PLEASE RATE EACH
AREA AS YOU PERSONALLY PERCEIVE ITS IMPORTANCE TO B~ING AN EFFECTIVE
PRINCIPAL. (This is not an assessment of your own skills.)
Circle
"5", if you feel the skill iq vitally important; "4" iF you feel the
skill is very important; "3", if you feel the skill is important; "2",
if you feel the skill is moderately important, or "1", iF you Feel the
skill is unimportant.
IN THE RIGHT COLUMN, MARKED "PRINCIPAL'S PERCEPTION OF TEACHERS'
RATING," PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBERS WHICH BEST INDICATE WHAT YOU THINK
TEACHERS IN YOUR BUILDING PERCEIVE AS IMPORTANT.
Circle "5", if you
think teachcr~ in your building would feel the skill is vitally
important; "4", iF you Feel teachers in your building would Feel the
skill is very important; "3", if you feel the teachers in your
building would feel the skill is moderately important; and "1", if you
feel teachers in your building would rate the skill as unimportant.
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IMPORTANCE OF SKILLS

Principal's
Perception of
Teachers' Rating

Principal's
Rating of
"Impol: tancc

(I) PROBLEM

~N~LYSIS

AbIlIty to ••• k out relevent det. and analyze cOMpl~x

S4 ) Z1

In'or~.tlon to d.t.r~ln. the I_portent alemant_ o( •
prDblG~ sltuQtlani ••• rchIng 'or Infor •• tlan .lth •

5 .. J Z 1

p'.Irpa •••

(2) .JUCOMENT

S4 ) Z1

-.

Abl11tly to .... ch logical conclu.lona and •• ka high
quality decl.lana b ••• d on available 1nto .... tlon • • ~111
In IdentIfying educatlon.l n •• da and •• ttlng
prlorltl ••• ability to ay.luate critically a .. ltta"
ca •• unlcatlona.

5 .. J Z 1

(:II OROANIZ ATJ ONAI. AUII.IT'(

S4 ) Z1

Ablllty to plan, achedul. .nd cLlnCr-oJ th. _ark or
othe ... ; .klll In ",.lng ,. •• ourc •• ln .n optl •• l ' •• h1o":
pap.r.ork .nd h •• vy
volu".
• blUty to d •• l wlth
de ... nda an Dna'. tl •••

•

5 .. J 2 1

0'

(41 DECISIVENESS

S4 ) 2 1

Ability to ... cognlze when a deci.lon 1. required
(dlsr.9.~dlng the quality 0' the dee181an) and to aet
quickly.

S4 ) 2 1

Abi!1ty to gat oth.~. 1nvolved 1n .olving preble •• ;
ability to recognlza .nan • group requir •• direction,
to intaract with. group .'rac~lv.ly and to guide tha.
to tne acco.pl1ah •• nt 0' • t •• k.

5" ) 2 I

(5) LEADERSHIP

54 J 2 1

(61 SENsITIVITT
54 J 2 1

Ability to percelva the n •• dl, concern. and parlonal
proble •• a' other., .kill in ralolvlng confllctl, tact
In d •• 11ng .1th paraona '~o. dlr'.r.nt background.;
.bl!lty to d •• l .".etl •• !y .1t~ o.Dpl. canc.~nl"g
•• atlonal l •• u •• , kno.lng .hat Inror •• tlon to
co •• unlcata and to whoa.

(71 STRESS TOLERANCE

5" ) 2 1

54 J 2 1

Ability to partor. under pre •• ur. and ,during
Dppa.ltlD"1 ability "to thlnk on an.'. , •• t.

5 .. J 2 1

54) 2 1

(el ORAL COM'UNICATION

54) 2 1

Ab111ty to •• k • • cl.ar oral pre •• ntatlon or 'acts or

Id ••••

(91 WRITTEN COMMUNICATION
54 ) 2 1

Ability to axpr ••• ld ••• cl.arly In writlngl to wr1te
appropr1ately ,or dl".rant audlanc •• ··stud.nt-.
t •• chara, paranta, at al.
(101

54 J 2 '"

RANGE 0' INTEREST

Co.pat.nce to diacu • • • variaty 0'
.ubJac~a--aducatID".I, political, current avant.,
ecana~1c, .tc., ae.lre to actively participate in
.vant ••

(III PERSONAL MOTIVATION

S4 ) 2 1

N.ad to .chl.v. In .11 ectlvitl •• ettaepted1 ev1dence
that work 1. I_portent to perl an. 1 .atlaractlon •
• bll1ty to b • • • 1'-pallclng.
(121

54 ) 2 1

5" ) 2 1

4

EDUCATIONAL VALUES

Pa~a ••• ion

or ••• ll_re •• oned

educatlon.l philoaophy;

recaptivena •• to na. ida •• end ch.ng ••

--_.S .. J 2 I

S" ) 2 1

S 4) 2 I
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SECTION III -- SKILLS PERCEPTION

DIRECTIONS: There are two parts under each
item in Section III.
Please consider your
personal sxills When answering the questione in
this section.
Reed the exemplee or e typical high
degree of behavior and a typical low degree of
behevior for each item. Reed each item careFully
and conAider each skill separately.
BESIDE THE LINE TITLED "PRINCIPAL'S VIEW" IN
EACH ITEM, INDICATE YOUR PERCEPTION OF HOW YOU
PERSONALLY VI~W YOUR OWN SKILLS by circlin9 the
appropriate number.
Decide whether you heve (5)
an extromely hi9h de9ree of skill, (i) a hi9h
de9ree of skill, (3) a moderate emount of skill,
(2) little skill, or (1) no skill.
BESIDE THE LINE TITLED "TEACHERS' VIEW OF
PRINCIPAL" IN EACH ITEM, INDICATE HOW YOU THINK
TEACH£HS IN YOUR BUILDING WOULD RATE YOUR SKILLS
by circlin9 the eppropriate number. Dacide Whether
you think your teachers perceive you as having (5)
an extremely hi9h de9ree of skill, (4) a high
degree. or skill, (3) a moderate emount of skill,
(2) ll.ttle skill, or (1) no skill.
EXAMPLE:
If, under item (i), you feel you
have a hi9h degree of skill in PROBLEM ANALYSIS,
but you fsel your teachers perceive you as havin9
a m9derate amount of skill in this srea, you would
indicate your choicas as follows I

5·
EatreJllely htgh
degret of still

(1)

PROBLEH AHAUSIS
lhe .btl lIy to seet
oul rth .. nt diU .nd
.n~lyu cOl1plu InforNtlon
to delerMlne tilt IlI"Irlint
tlUenlS of • problta;
,urchlng for InfoniUlon
with. purpose.

'r1oc1pal'. Vi.",
f.ach.r. 1 VI." DI Priaca,al&

4·
High dtgrtt
of sktll

3·

lbdlrate .munt
of sUII

2·

Uttl. still
ShOoA

(lyplCiI High khnlor)
Consistently "cogntltS .nd
correelS Irron. Seeks.lI
reltv.nt lafomatlon before uklng
decisions. ReeognlJts nln.nt
dill fro. IItge quantities of Inforullon.

I·
HosUll
show.

O·

flo opportunl ty
10 oburve ItllI

(Typlc.1 Low a.h.vlor'
II LIIIoIb It to recognize .nd corre:t own erton. C.n.ot dll·
IIngullh reltv.nt froa Irrelev.nt
Infol1lllUon. Stets no InforNl;oll
prior to .... klng dec\s Ions.

(Ctub 0 •• 1a 1 ••11.1.,,)

5
5·

Q
4

2
2

1
1

o
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5-

hIgh
dl7",e of 'kill

[ltnlCly

(1)

PROBLEH AMI,·/SIS

Th. obI It ty to '10k
out "ltv.nt diU Ind
,,,.11" '0<1;>1 .. Intorutlon
to drtenolnc tn, 1rQorunt
11cl'll:nu of I prot! It ••
,urchlng for Info ...... tlon
wI th • purpoa.

7riDclp.1'. Viev!

T... cb.r.' Vi ..... , PrlDclpal1

(2) JiJllGI'£liT
Th, .blllty to ..... ch loglO41
concl.,lo.. lnd """ high
qUAlity dechlo .. boud 011
a.. lhblt Infor ... tlon: Itlll
In Idontlfylng od"Cltlonol neld'
and Itttlng prlo,ltl'.: ability
to ,.,IUAu critIcally written
c_nlutlon
... 1nc1,.1'. VieVI
1'•• cI~.I'.· Vi.~ of 'riDcip.lJ

(3)

CRGAHllATlOHAI. IJIILllr
Th, ability to ,lin. "hod.l.

.nd cDntrol the wort Df oth.rli

lklll I. IIIlng r.. o.re .. ·In an
optl ... 1 fuhlon: .blllty to
d.. 1 wilJl a .01 ... ot poperwort
and hu.y dl .. ndl Oft tI ..

'rSllcSp.l'. va.vl
T•• ch.r.' Vi."
PrJ.cS,_1s

0'

(4)

aAHC£ or UIlERm

'-"net

to IIhe"'l
.• • arlttl of subjtCU -• dueltl_l. polltl,al.

eror"nt .",nU, .cencaSe,
Itc.: doll .. to "Ihlly
portlclpote t .... nu.

'r'.c1,al'. Vievi
T•• c~.r.· Vi.w .f ','acl,all

(5)

rtRSCMI. lOTI VATION

"tt"

to acbl ..... ,11
"thltl .. Uh""ttd:
.. Ioonet \1\6\ won. h
h,"ortonL to penonol
sa,hf"UOII: Iblllay
II be ~.U-polI(l.g.

I't.4t'r.~ UOr.llt

~f ~klll

of .11n

(6)

','.c1,_l'. VI.",

VI." .1 ' .. 'aca,.JJ

[DUCATIDIIAI. YAl.I.tS

'ouu,I ••• , • wo\1-

nuont' ''''''111_1
.... 1I.'op/ll: r".p' ......"
a. _ I ..... and 'IIIAIII.

','.rt,_I' a Vi."

,.ac".r.' VS.v .f "Iact.,al

C'
No opportunity

l'

2'
Llttll ,kill
.. t.~n

"",Ull
,h""n

10 obIOn. ,.111

(TyplClI Low khlwlor)
II UlaDlt to recognlu Ind cor ..
net OMn Q'rron. CanMt dhtlngulsh rcllvlnt troD Irrr1tw.nt
tnfor'llolt:on. Seek .. no In(orut1on
prIor to .. ling dechlonL

(TypIcal HI9lI kh"lor)
tonloULtntly ncogntul and
correc.U .rron. Sttu.l1
"I ••• nt lofol"llltloo wtO" .. kIng
!l<chloM. R<co<jllizu rele .. nt
<IIU froll larg< quontltln of I ....
fo .... tI on.
(Clrcl. Oa. , . l.ck low)

5
5

4
4

3
3

(Typl"1 HIgh khhior)
'rlorllh .. probl .."
A,eurH,11. c"Mhunlly
Info".. suporlOrl re9lrdlng
u .. IIIYI .. ILtrl. eovtlOPl
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APPENDIX B
CORRESPONDENCE

THE COSA FOUNDATION
707 13th Street SE Sufle 100 Salem, Oregon 97301

(S03J 581-3141

~anuary

30, 1987

Dear Superintendent.
My name is Mark Carlton.
I am a principal with the
Beaverton School District and a doctoral student at Portland
State University.
The topic of my dissertation deals with
teachers' and new principals' perceptions of principals'
leadership skills.
I am currently working with Dr. Wayne
Robbins. Director of the COS A Assessment Center. in an
effort to follow up new principals who participated in the
COSA Assessment Center.
There are currently 28 principals in the state who have
been hired after participating in the Assessment Center.
Your district currently employs at least one of these
principals. I would like to survey these principals and a
selection of teachers in the principals' schools.
The
purpose of the survey is to assess principals' and teachers'
opinions with regard to principals' leadership skills. Data
from the surveys ~ill be compared to data taken at the
Assessment Center.
All responses will be kept strictly
confidential and information will ba raported by category of
respo~dent rather than by name or place.
My interpretation
of information will be based on codes provided by COSA and
not names of respondents.
I would appreciate your support in this endeavor.
My
surveys will be mailed to principals and teachers during the
next two weeks.
I would be happy to share the results of my
study with you.
If you are interested in oetaining
information relating to principals' and teachers'
perceptions of principals' leadership skills, please feel
fre" ~~ call me at 629-5746. I am enclosing copies of botn
teachers' and pril1l:j l=a1s' surveys.

in erely,

Oji
.

. /J/.; ~. /-r.:-.

~~'-'----~

rk Carlton,
Doctoral Candidate. Portland State University

:.4
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January 30, 1987

Daar Colleague,
My name ia Hark Cerlton. I em a principal in the
Beaverton School District and a doctoral student at Portland
State University.
The topic or my diasertation deals with
teachers' and principals' parceptiona or principals'
leedership skills.
My rocus is on principals who have
completed the COSA Assessment Center and a random sampla of
teachers in those principals' schools.
As a participant in
the Assessmont Cantor,. you oro ono of thirty principals
chosen to respond to thin survey.
The purpose of the survey
is to assess your opinions with rsgard to your own skills
and to aBDeSB your psrcsption or teacher opinions of your
Skills.
A random sample of t6echers in your school will
alao be surveyed.
Since the number of participants is
amall, it is especially important that you respond.
I would appraciate your taking a 'ew moments to fill
aut ths questionnaire and return the completed farm in the
enclosed envalope.
ALL RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL ANO INFORHATION WILL BE REPORTED BY CATEGORY OF
RESPONDENT RATHER THAN BY NAME OR PLACE.
My interpratation
of information will be based on codas provided by COSA and
not names
respondents.

0'

I would b= happy to ~h=r= the results of my study with
you.
If you are intarestad in obtaining information
relating to principala' and taachars' perceptions of
principals' leadership skills, ·please 'eel rree to c~ll me
at 629-5746.
Thank you, in advance, for your assistance.

PLEASE NOTE - Survey is printed on both ·sides.

;;r:;:~
Mark Carlton,
Doctoral Candidate, Portland Stete University
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THE COSA FOUNDATION
707 13th Street S£ Suite 100 Salem, Oregon 97301
(503) 581-3141

Janu~ry

3a,

1987

Dear Taacher,
My name is Mark Carlton. I am e princlpal in the
Beaverton School ~istrict and e doctoral student at Portland
State University.
The topic of my dissertation deals with
teachers' end principals' perceptions of principals'
leadership skills. My focus is on principals who have
completed the COSA Assessment Center end a random sampla of
teachers in those principals' schools.
Your principal has
completed the Assasament Center end you have been randomly
selactBd to respond to this survey.
The purpose of the
survey is to assess your opinions ~ith regard to your
principal's leadership skills. Your principal will also be
surveyed with regard to his or har perception of leadership
skills.
Since the number of perticipants is small, it is
especially important that you respond.
I would appreciate your taking a faw moments to fill
out the questionnaire and return the completed form in the
enclosed envelope.
ALL RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL AND INFORMATION WILL BE REPORTED BY CATEGORY OF
RrSPONOENT RATHER THAN BY NAME OR PLACE. My interpretation
of information will be based on codes provided by The
Confederation of Oregon School Administrators end not names
of respondents.
I would be heppy to share the results of my study with
you.
If you sre interested in obtaining information
relating to principela' and teachers' perceptions of
principals' leadership skills, please feel free to call me
at 629-5746.
Thank you, in advan:e, for your assistance.

PLEASE NOTE - Survey is printed on both sides.

Mark Carlton,
Ooctorel Candidate, Portland Stete University
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THE COSA FOUNDATION
707 13th Street SE Sulte 100 Salem. Oregon 97301
(503) 581-3141

February 13. 1987
Dear Colleague.
Just a reminder that I have not as yet
received the survey I sent you on January 3~.
Your input is greatly needed for a successful
study of your
perceptions of principal
leadership skills.
ALL RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND INFORMATION WILL BE
REPORTED BY CATEGORY OF RESPONDENT RATHER THAN BY
NAME OR PLACE.
My information is based only on
codes provided by COSA.
If you heve already mailed your survey. thank
you.
I realize what a busy time of year this is
and how stressful one more request can be. The
survey is short and should take no more than a few
minutes of your time. I would be very grateful for
your contribution.
I am enclosing another copy of
the survey with a stamped envelope for your
convenience.
If you have any questions. please do
not hesitate to call me at 629-5746.
Sincerely.

~~

Mark Carlton.
Doctoral Candidate. Portland State Univereity
PLEASE NOTE THAT SURVEY IS PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES.
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THE COSA FOUNDATION
707 13th Street SE Suite 100 Salem, Oregon 97301
(503J 581-3141

February 13, 1987
Dear Teecher,
~ust a reminder that I have not as yet
received the survey I sent you on ~anuary 3~.
Your input is greatly needed for e successful
study of teacher perceptions of principal
leadership skills.
ALL RESPONSES WILL BE KEPi
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND INFORMATION WILL BE
REPORTED BY CATEGORY OF RESPONDENT RATHER THAN BY
NAME OR PLACE.
My information is based only on
codes provided by COSA.

If you have already mailed your survey, thank
you.
I realize what a busy time Df year this is
end how stressful one more request cen be. The
survey is short and should take no more than a few
minutes of your time. I would be very ~rateful for
your contribution.
I am enclosing another copy of
the survey with e stamped envelope for your
convenience.
If you have any questions, please do
not hesItate to call me at 629-5746.

Hark Carlton,
Doctoral Candidate, Portldnd State Univarsity

PLEASE NOTE THAT SURVEY IS PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES.

